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ABSTRACT 

The Weakly-Bound-Projectile (WBP) model of stripping reactions 

makes an approximation in the calculation of the transition amplitude 

for a (d,p) stripping reaction. In this approximation a term consisting 

of a weighted sum of matrix elements of the neutron-proton interaction 

VQp between distorted wave states of the proton is replaced by an ex

pression proportional to the diagonal term in the sum. This method is 

shown to be exact in the asymptotic limit of plane waves. However, this 

approximation has not yet been justified for the general case of optical 

model wave functions. 

The validity of this approximation in the general case is exam

ined for the zero range form of the WBP model. The treatment in the 

general case is developed in a manner parallel to the special case of 

plane waves. It is shown that the approximation rests on assuming cer

tain properties of the amplitude and phase of the product of the neutron 

and proton wave functions. Since these properties cannot be taken for 

granted, products of nucleon optical model wave functions were computed 

for an appropriate set of values of incident energies and directions. 

It was shown that while the properties of the amplitude and phase of 

neutron-proton pairs are not satisfied exactly, they are satisfied ap

proximately. Using these approximate properties, an expression similar 

to the WBP model result is derived. The modified expression differs 

x 
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from the original WBP result by a factor which takes account of a phase 

distortion of the deuteron in the nuclear interior. 

The most significant effect of the distortion of the deuteron 

wave function is a reduction in the contributions to the stripping am

plitude from the nuclear interior. An approximate method is developed 

for including this effect in the WBP amplitude. This method requires a 

simple modification of the zero range calculations and does not appre

ciably increase typical computation times. Several potential forms are 

considered for the neutron-proton interaction in formulating the damping 

correction. It is found that the damping correction is independent of 

the shape of the Vnp potential and is also independent of the radial 

parameters describing the damping effect. 

The effects of the damping correction on the predictions of the 

WBP model were examined in several (d,p) reactions for several values of 

orbital angular momentum transfer. The damping correction alters the 

shape of the differential cross sections without, however, a significant 

correction to the extracted value of the spectroscopic factor. Signif

icant changes in the angular dependence of polarization and vector 

analyzing power were observed in some cases. 

By following a similar method it is possible to make a compari

son between the WBP model and the distorted wave Born approximation 

(DWBA) method. It can be shown that the deuteron phase distortion is 

neglected in the DWBA stripping amplitude. A radial cut-off, which has 

a similar effect to the damping correction on the WBP model, has been 

frequently used, without theoretical justification, in DWBA 

calculations. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The deuteron stripping reaction which at low deuteron energies 

is also known as the Oppenheimer-Phillips process was first discussed by 

these authors in 19351. The first partially successful theoretical 

quantitative description of stripping reactions based on a plane wave 

Born approximation was formulated "by Butler^"^ in the early 1950's. 

Following Butler's interpretation it was found that deuteron 

stripping and pick-up reactions provide a particularly useful tool for 

obtaining information about nuclear structure. Single nucleon transfer 

reactions which proceed to low-lying states of the residual nucleus do 

so predominantly via a direct process which often involves a single 

value of the orbital angular momentum Z for the captured neutron. In 

these cases it is possible^ to determine from the shape of the differ

ential cross section of the outgoing proton the value for •£ and hence 

to determine the parity of the residual nucleus. 

When the target nucleus has zero spin the total angular momentum 

j of the residual nucleus is the same as that of the captured neutron. 

Measurements of the angular dependence of the polarization P for the 

outgoing proton can be used to determine7-13 the value of j . In cer

tain cases the shape of the differential cross section shows a 

systematic dependencel̂ "!̂  on the value of j . 

1 
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la addition to providing information about angular momenta 2. 

and j , careful measurements of the absolute magnitude of the differ

ential cross section-^-26 tLrJdSl can provide information about the spec

troscopic factor S associated with the single particle structure of the 

final nucleus. 

The development of polarized ion sources2?"^2 has made possible 

new types of measurements, such as vector analyzing power A, which are 

simpler to perform than polarization measurements. Measurement of the 

vector analyzing power can be used as a method for determining j 

uniquely for certain states33-35, As with the polarization P, measure

ment of A provides an exacting test for models used to interpret the 

stripping reactions and thus can lead to a more precise determination of 

spectroscopic factors. 

As well as the new measurements with polarized beams, there have 

been recent measurements36-38 in which detailed angular distributions 

including absolute magnitudes were obtained for (d,p) reactions leading 

to an extended sequence of final states in the residual nucleus. Recent 

improved microscopic nuclear structure calculations for low-lying states 

have been reported39~^3 for many nuclei. In order to be able to extract 

sufficiently reliable and accurate spectroscopic information from (d,p) 

reaction measurements, which can then be compared against nuclear struc

ture calculations, and in order to interpret the new polarized beam 

measurements, efforts must be made to refine and improve existing models 

of stripping reactions. 
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The various stripping reaction models used in the literature to 

analyze reaction data correspond to different approximate solutions of 

a three-body problem, where the three components involved are the 

neutron and the proton of the deuteron, and the target nucleus shown 

schematically in Fig. 1. The original Butler2"1* theory, for example, 

treated the neutron and proton wave functions as plane waves with a 

spherical "hole" in the vicinity of the target nucleus which crudely 

accoimted for the interaction of the neutron and proton with the target 

nucleus. The distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA)^~59 is an 

approximate three-body model in which the deuteron is treated as a 

tightly-bound elementary system whose internal motion is left undis

turbed by the interaction with the target nucleus. As a result a 

deuteron-nucleus optical potential is used to distort the incident 

deuteron wave function. The Weakly-Bound-Projectile (WBP) model^"^® 

includes explicitly the three interactions Vn, Vp and Vnp shown in 

Fig. 1. However, it makes certain other approximations which are sup

posed to be justified by the weak binding of the deuteron and the small 

momentum transfer of the reaction. 

TARGET 

NUCLEUS 

np 

Fig. 1. Components of the Three-Body Model of Stripping 
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The DWBA model is widely used today to analyze stripping reac

tion data. DWBA model calculations give good fits to the shape and 

absolute magnitude of the differential cross section in many cases20-26, 

but agreement is frequently poor between calculated and measured 

polarizations^ >50, while it is found that vector analyzing power 

measurements can sometimes be explained^in the DWBA framework. To 

improve the quality of the fits various refinements, such as the D-state 

of the deuteron-'1, non-locality^2 finite range effects of the 

neutron-proton interaction Vnp5l|"5T have been introduced into the DWBA 

theory. These refinements, however, do not usually result in signifi

cant improvement in the agreement between the model and experimental 

observations. 

One of the main difficulties of the DWBA model lies in the 

considerable ambiguity associated with the deuteron optical model param

eters21 . The calculations sometimes use arbitrary procedures. To 

improve fits to the data especially at higher incident energies a 

Oh >7T 
lower radial cut-offJ '' is frequently used. This has the effect of 

reducing contributions from the nuclear interior to the stripping ampli

tude . A similar effect is sometimes achieved by using extreme values of 

absorption potentials or non-locality parameters?2. The main objection, 

to the conventional DWBA model, however, concerns its treatment of the 

deuteron as a tightly bound system, which is contrary to its known 

large size and weak binding. With the deuteron in the vicinity of the 

target nucleus, as in Pig. 1, for example, the potential energy differ

ence between the proton and the neutron may be much greater than the 
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binding energy of the deuteron, and the stretching of the deuteron 

which is ignored in the DWBA model could he important. Recently modi

fications to the conventional DWBA. model have been proposed by Johnson 

and Soper58>59 in an attempt to take account of the stretching and 

orientation of the deuteron, as well as to avoid the ambiguities asso

ciated with the deuteron optical model parameters. 

The WBP model^-6^ was introduced to take proper account of the 

weak binding of the deuteron. In this model the neutron and the proton 

are allowed to interact separately with the target nucleus through 

nucleon-nucleus optical model potentials which in practice can be deter

mined with less ambiguity than deuteron optical potentials. Tests of 

the zero range form of the WBP model showed good agreement between the 

predicted and measured values of the differential cross section, polar

ization and vector analyzing power in (d,p) reactions over a wide range 

of angles, energies and target nuclei^,65-68 ̂ Contributions from the 

go 
D-state component of the deuteron internal wave function , effects 

arising from the non-locality of the nucleon-nucleus optical poten

tials^, and a realistic (Hamada-Johnston) deuteron wave function^0 have 

been included in the WBP model. A convenient and an accurate method for 

including the effects of the finite range of the potential V has been 

developed recently^, in addition, the WBP model has recently^ been 

applied with success to the analysis of both (d,p) and (d,n) reactions 

on a light nucleus, covering a wide range of measurements, and using 

essentially a single set of optical model parameters. No similar DWBA. 

analyses over a wide range of data have been reported. 
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Spectroscopic factors independent of the deuteron energy and consistent 

with nuclear structure calculations have "been obtained from this 

study . 

Despite the clear success of the WBP model in fitting experi

mental measurements, this model has "been slow in gaining wide 

acceptance. Although this is partly explained by the reluctance to 

abandon or modify the conventional DWBA theory, this also reflects a 

lack of fall understanding of the nature of the WBP model. The main 

difficulty with the WBP model concerns the controversy and lack of 

clarity surrounding the basic physical assumptions on which the WBP 

model is based. 

As well as making the standard three-body approximation the WBP 

model makes an additional approximation based on the weak binding of the 

deuteron and the low momentum transfer in the reaction. This basic WBP 

approximation involves the matrix elements of the neutron-proton inter

action ̂ np between the continuum distorted wave states of the proton 

characterized by asymptotic momenta 1cp and 1cp". The validity of this 

approximation has thus far not been closely examined. Criticisms'^ 

of the WBP approximation state that this approximation involves the 

neglect of the off-diagonal (1^ 7^ *£p") elements of Vnpj i«e.» that only 

forward scattering of the proton by the interaction Vnp is allowed, and 

point out that this neglect is not justified. It has been urged^ 

that the theoretical foundations of the WBP model be studied in the 

hope that this will lead to a better theoretical understanding of the 

transfer reaction mechanism. It is also hoped that clarification 
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of the basic WBP approximation would lead to a freer acceptance and use 

of the model. 

In this dissertation we examine the validity of the basic WBP 

approximation. We first show that the approximation becomes exact for 

the special case of plane waves. We show that the WBP result is not 

based on neglecting the off-diagonal elements of Vnp and point out that 

the criticisms of the model are unjustified. By treating the more gen

eral case of distorted waves as a natural extension of the special plane 

wave case and using certain properties of distorted waves, we derive a 

new expression for the WBP transition amplitude. We find that although 

the WBP approximation is justified in the asymptotic region, it has to 

be modified in the region of the nuclear interior. A new correction to 

the WBP model, a "deuteron phase distortion correction," is formulated. 

It takes account of effects thus far neglected in both the WBP and DWBA 

models. The correction results in considerable damping of contributions 

from the nuclear interior to the stripping amplitude, and thus may ac

count for the need for the radial cut-off frequently used in the DWBA 

model. The new correction is incorporated into the WBP computer code, 

and its effect on the fits to the experimental data is considered. 

In Chapter 2 the formalism of the WBP model is reviewed. In 

Chapter 3 we derive the exact plane wave case and make a comparison with 

the general case of distorted waves. The criticisms of the WBP model 

are discussed. In Chapter U we discuss properties of products of nu-

cleon optical model wave functions, and use these properties to derive a 

new WBP amplitude. In Chapter 5 we discuss the deuteron phase 
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distortion correction and its effects on the shape and absolute magni

tude of the differential cross section, polarization and vector 

analyzing power. Results of numerical calculations on target nuclei 

ranging from oxygen to zirconium are presented. In Chapter 6 two small 

corrections resulting from the properties of optical model wave func

tions ate examined. Summary and conclusions are presented in Chapter 7• 



CHAPTER 2 

THE WBP MODEL 

The original formulation^-^ of the WBP model involved some 

assumptions whose role was not clearly stated and whose validity was not 

rigorously justified. The most important of these assumptions involves 

the matrix elements of the neutron-proton interaction Vnp. It has been 

pointed out75 that the predictions of the WBP model will remain of 

doubtful' validity until this basic assumption can be thoroughly examined 

and justified. In this chapter the expression for the WBP model ampli

tude will be derived and assumptions of the WBP model explicitly stated 

so that their validity can be investigated. The present treatment does 

not make use of the wave function ©*, of the original derivation^0-^ 

which represents a virtual neutron-proton pair and has non-physical 

boundary conditions. 

In order to be specific the case of a (d,p) reaction will be 

considered. An exact solution for a (d,p) reaction on a target nucleus 

of A nucleons is a many-body problem which involves 3A+6 position coor

dinates, as well as spin and iso-spin coordinates. The first step in 

treating such a case is usually a reduction of the many-body problem to 

a three-body problem. Stripping reactions in which the final state of 

the residual nucleus is a low-lying state are regarded as proceeding 

chiefly via a direct process in which the residual nuclear "core" 

is left undisturbed. The many-body aspects are eliminated by the 

9 
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introduction of optical potentials representing the effective inter

actions of the neutron and proton in the incident deuteron with the 

target nucleus. 

The elimination of the many-tody aspects is a necessary feature, 

yet it has a disadvantage in that the resulting predictions are not 

unique, because of ambiguities in the parameters which characterize the 

optical potentials. Since these parameter ambiguities increase the need 

for computational simplicity, the WBP model introduces further assump

tions which are based on the weak binding of the deuteron and the small 

momentum transfers encountered in these reactions. 

Transition Matrix 

Before treating the case of a (d,p) reaction, let us briefly 

summarize here some results of formal scattering theory^®, which will be 

used in our derivation. We are concerned with the case of multichannel 

processes. H denotes the Hamiltonian of the problem, and it is written 

as 

H  =  K . + V .  =  K C -  *  V ,  ( 1 )  

where c and c! denote the entrance and exit channels, respectively, K G  

and Kc1 are the channel Hamiltonians, and Vc and are the channel 

interactions. Let and "Xfa denote the eigenstates of Kc, and Kc' 

respectively, i.e., 

= 

K,*'t = 

E.TL  ,  

E„ -X'K . ( 2 )  
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with 

E _  ~  E  b 

The transition amplitude T^a for the transition from the state "Xo. to 

% is given by 

Tw- <x i v.- i >. (3> 

•\trw 
where the wave function X a. describing the entire scattering event is 

an eigenfunction of the total Hainiltonian H, with an outgoing wave 

boundary condition and with ^a, as its initial state. 

Now consider the case of the (d,p) reaction, where, for the sake 

of simplicity, the following assumptions are made: we neglect exchange 

effects, assume that the residual nucleus can be described as a neutron 

bound to the unexcited target nucleus, and consider only targets with 

zero spin. As frame of reference we choose the barycentric frame with 

the z-axis along *Ka, the incident deuteron momentum in this frame, 

and the y-axis in the direction of kp', where is the momentum 

of the outgoing free proton. 

The complete Hamiltonian for this process can be written as 

H = HA(!) +• "L + TR +V^ + vf + Vhf . w 

In analogy with Eq_. (l) we write 

K « - K + V „ f ,  V ^ V ^ + V p ,  

K«.= K + V„ , V,^VP+V,T> 
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with 

K  =  H a ( $ )  + T h ,  + T p .  

Here is the Hamiltonian for the target nucleus (mass number A), 

Tn and Tp are the kinetic energy operators for the neutron and the 

proton in the deuteron, denote the interactions of 

neutron and proton, respectively, -with the nucleons of the target nucle

us , Vnj>(r n-Yp) is the neutron-proton interaction in the deuteron, "V 

and Vp are the neutron and proton coordinate vectors, respectively, and 

^ designates the set of all coordinates required to describe complete

ly the A nucleons in the target nucleus. 

The initial state corresponding to "Xa in Eq. (2), 

5vW= U^> ts) 

describes a free deuteron with momentum •hK; and total angular momentum 

z-projection^u^ incident on the target nucleus in its ground state 

A.(W , with R = x ( r« + YJO being the coordinate vector of the deuteron 

center of mass, and is the internal deuteron wave function. Ao is a 

member of the complete set of eigenfunctions Aj(jj) for the target nucle-

us Hamiltonian . The wave function 4^ is an eigenstate of the 

entrance channel Hamiltonian Ke i.e., with 

E = E, + , <« 

where (-Ej>) denotes the "binding energy of the deuteron, 

C = = - 2..Z MeV 
I— T> /W1 9 

where y = 0.2316 fm , and M is the reduced mass. 
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The -wave function for the final state will be of the form 

CGjVp*.. - e*r uWu/*f><« 

and. describes a free proton of momentum and spin projection JJ.p , and 

a neutron with total angular momentum jn and z-projection bound to 

the unexcited target "core." The wave function is an eigenfunction 

of K<!. Hence, according to Eg. (3) the transition amplitude from the 

state to the state (9fl^vis given by 

(  T *  v« .=<  (  I  h+v . r  I  t ; r  > ,  <»  

where is the total wave function, and is an eigenfunction of H with 

eigenvalue E. It is usual to introduce a wave function (ff n> which 

is an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian (H"Vnp) with as its ini

tial state and with ingoing wave boundary conditions. n describes 

the scattering of a proton from the residual nuclear "core" and satis

fies the equation 

(9) 

It can be shown?9 that the transition amplitude (8) can be written in 

terms of this wave function 

(TjOw.= <W?)a->TI • 

The transition amplitude (10) is an exact expression and in

volves integrations over Tp , and ^ , and in this sense it is a 

"many-body" amplitude. Since the wave function (ff. describes a 
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neutron hound in the residual nucleus, the contribution to the integral 

over in Eq. (10) comes only from a sphere of radius R, the radius of 

the residual nucleus. Also, since Vnp has a short range of interaction 

JUL , the integration over the proton coordinates Vp in Eq. (10) reduces 

only to contributions from a region of radius R. + . On the boundary . 

we choose a solution in accordance with the asymptotic behavior of 

1 . Considering only those cases where the deuteron energy is well 

tw yu* has this asymptotic form: 

, C+l t f** _T I.TJ -p /V 

Ii = S <%/Y !'/••*> 

' •  I  e x p 1  i A " > A o C ^ " ) .  ( r L )  

In Eq. (ll) we expressed the deuteron spin function j I in terms of 

neutron-proton pairs, proton with spin projectiony/p" , neutron with 

ju.r.1' , such that pf+jxj; =yUj. The function CKl<r,Ka) is the Fourier 

transform of the internal deuteron wave function , 

C - M  3 ,  ( 12>  

where ^ = s  > and the neutron and proton momenta are related by 

Kj,= £„•»- kf , 

K 1=1 z (kh = 2. , (13) 

as shown in Fig. 2. 
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d 

Fig. 2. Relation. Between the. 
Neutron, Proton and Deuteron Momenta 
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Optical Assumptions 

Proton scattering by the short-range part of the proton-target 

nucleus interaction is expected to play a major role in the reaction 

mechanism. Therefore, we introduce a complete orthonormal set of eigen-

functions describing the proton-target nucleus system, -where 

j refers to the state of the target, /if is the initial proton spin pro

jection, and -t>TTP is the initial momentum. Superscripts (+) and (-) 

refer to outgoing and incoming boundary conditions, respectively. These 

wave functions are solutions of 

[ H , W  +  T P  +  - (H) 

with 

CS f . ~ 
JciJJ lc^.0 . 

We now expand the wave functions and in terms of this 

complete set 

(15) 

~f* ' " T» 

and 

The dependence of the coefficient U«£+) on can be determined by com

paring equations (15) and (ll) in the asymptotic region. We have 
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^°ft" (V.TT>0 

= Z.J Xkf-exp ̂ ly'.r̂ lî A.OOŵ Of,?.), 

and, therefore, 

tfo/L- C k\0 ̂  <%/>" i/«*i G(fy1, «̂ (j£=£) \fyv>. (17) 

Expansions (15) and (l6) lead to an exact expression for the 

transition amplitude (10), 

" I £. ( ̂  ̂*r% ̂  (fr'-55)) • <18) 

Oa 
At this point we make the "optical" assumptionou 

 ̂ & , (19> 
with 

5  K  W C I  - 1  •  

On substituting the "optical" approximation (19) into the exact expres

sion (18) the transition amplitude reduces to 

tfrV-**." <*•£ *C cv^K,Is K-Xwdp -ft(*.*>>. (21) 

In this form the transition amplitude is significantly simplified, since 

we used the fact that the final state corresponds to one outgoing parti

cle of momentum "t* kp and spin projection , and the target nucleus is 



in its ground state (m = 0). Integration over the coordinates \ has 

"been eliminated from Eq. (18) with the aid of the "optical" assumption, 

and thus the "optical" assumption is an essential approximation for the 

reduction of the many body problem. Expression (21) now becomes, on 

using Eq.. (20), 

{r/iy (22) 

where (1T?, ly) is the S-matrix for proton scattering from the state 

(/*?'> £"i») to (yUp, Ey). It is defined by 

£p> fy)= 1 ^ 

~J,W 
Since Z^ is an eigenfunction of the total Hamiltonian H with 

eigenvalue E, and satisfies Eq. (9)» the exact coupled equa

tions satisfied by the expansion coefficients 0*0 (iTp , TV ) and 

are obtained by inserting the expansions (15) and (l6) 

to 
into the respective Schroedinger equations for and ITf ^,Hn • 

These coupled equations have the form 

[ T »  -  E V E ] < ' ( ^ . )  

-  E  K  < C ' M  f 4 ) < ( f p , 7 „ ) = o ,  

and 
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[Tn +  Eok,, -  E] W 0^ (k r,7j 

+ 5, J{<Cjv m+%\ <fQ«^(vo=0, 

and they reduce with the "optical" assumption (19) to 

[T, + E.k," E] <r„£ (tf,*.) 

+ E < Aa(u| V„| A„(U> *rj£(tr,n) = 0 ,  (23) 
m 

and 

[  T * +  E  . t p  -  E ]  +  C  ̂ A 0 ( ^ )  | V n  |  A j  ̂ )  w j f f ( ^ )  

+ ^K- <*$| vt | = 0. (*> 

Equations (23) and (2k) are identical except for the presence of 

the last tenn on the left of Eq. (2k) which arises due to the neutron-

proton interaction Vnp. By using the projection operator technique of 

Fesh.bach.8l it is possible to obtain an uncoupled equation for the func

tion 0T#l , fO . By using projection operators P =lAo><A0| and 

Q=l-P , we obtain an uncoupled equation for 0"o which is of the 

form 

{ [ E - E.kf -T„] - < 

~^A„)v h Q e  -  e.i^-QCW^Q °> 
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and corresponds to a neutron in an effective interaction. It is usual 

to replace this interaction by an optical potential. Therefore one 

finally obtains 

[ E, - T„ - O °i£ =• 0 , (25) 

where Ea - E -Eokp is the binding energy of the captured neutron. 

WBP Model Approximation 

Expressions (22), (2U), and (25) are the exact "three-body" 

equations for the (d,p) reaction. The amplitude (22) consists of two 

factors, the S-matrix describing proton scattering by the target, and a 

factor expressing the neutron capture via an interaction involving the 

matrix elements . Because it is expected that the con

tributions to the transition amplitude from the terms not diagonal in 

the proton spin projection W*/v) will be small, we follow the stand

ard treatment*^ of the WBP model and neglect the small effects of the 

spin-orbit force on the proton wave functions in the neutron capture 

factor. The transition amplitude (22) becomes 

^TyV'/r*- = S/*>r Cy-V) 

»  <  C  ' « r 1  K < * V * > 1  V „ f  u r « . . t i y  / . 1 > ,  ( 2 6 )  

and the system of coupled equations (2^) becomes 

[ + -E] ur^l (^,1-,) 2 WhI A3U)) 

+ /1 vKpI ur0£! firp»=o. (27) 
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The "spin-flip" terms in Eq. (22) neglected in the present form of the 

WBP model should he included as a correction term in the future. 

By solving the differential equation for and the system of 

coupled differential equations (27) for the neutron wave functions 

Wo C ,*.) it is possible in principle to evaluate the amplitude 

(26). The major difficulty lies in solving the infinite system of cou

pled equations (27) and evaluating the coupling term in these equations 

<28) 

which also appears directly in the transition amplitude (26) as an over

lap integral with the "bound state wave function tfoCFp.O , i.e., 

~ ^/r'j*f KcafCt y ) ,  ( 2 9 )  

with the neutron capture factor K en.p given hy 

MW = Rjcfo) . <30) 

In the asymptotic incident "beam the system of equations (27) is 

uncoupled and the coupling term (28) has a simple form. We show in 

Chapter 3 that in this region, where we have 

^5fW(7p) ^ c^o«x|> (*v7f) • 

and, using the asymptotic form (17) of , the coupling term fj£ (K~) 

assumes the form 

Hf » " £ ( K1 +f) , (31) 



so that the functions lSa (Tfp ,r^) are diagonal in "fcp , i .e., not cou

pled to functions with proton momentum "ttj," =̂ = jJTj, . 

The basic WBP model approximation is the assumption that the 

coupling term (28) has the form (31) everywhere, except that its 

strength depends on the. neutron spatial coordinates *n in the same way 

as the diagonal (with respect to 1<j> ) component in the term (28). Thus 

it is assumed that 

rvr — "\nv-i (32) 

with 

VUW?.)= - (**?£ V£-?rv[pe^p33> 

It is the objective of this dissertation to examine the validity of this 

WBP approximation, expressed by equations (32) and (33). With the sub

stitution of equations (32) and (33) the transition amplitude (26) 

becomes 

^ I I Ô/f' ' 

which also can be written 

* J^ c | (Zsj'), (3k) 

where we have extracted the asymptotic dependence of uTa w on 1<j» by 

defining 
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nr.JL' - < Vv V4"' l (35) 

•where, using the asymptotic form (17), we see that 

Uo/L' C «*{> (.*•£.•£0 \ Kj*^ /". 

The transition amplitude (3*0 is in agreement with the expression given 

by Pearson et al.^5. 

Since the S-matrix S C -> ^p'^ in (3*0 contains the term^ 

S(EP-%) and can be explicitly written 

SCkf.P,') = f(ep-^) S(C?,ef. 

Eq. (3*0 becomes 

« J jlĤ G C £-) c % C*') < Oinw (1TJ K/L' Ĉ j>. (36) 

The expression (36) involves an eight-dimensional integration: over *j» 

coordinates when calculating as given by the expression 

(33), over fn coordinates, and over the solid angle 

The WBP model assumptions (32) and (33) drastically simplify 

the coupled equations (27) for the neutron functions . We note 

that the interaction irctrf has a constant part which comes from 

the plane wave part of the , and is given by the expression (31)• 

By extracting this constant part and grouping it together with the 



energy terms we obtain from Eq. (27) 

[ E - E„kr + £ (kV f) -Th] ,?.) 

- L </\.|VB|Ai>u3w(Ef.7-) " fSBO„(%n)^w(^-0,(3T) 
J 

where '\J'SHoa.T which is given by 

VW„CT ( ,̂) = 

is non-zero only in the vicinity of the target nucleus. Because 

r«*-E  - E » V  + ^ ( K V ) = : | ^ S E ^  
is the energy of the free neutron, we see that Eq. (37) becomes similar 

in form, to Eq. (23), except for the presence of the last term on the 

left of Eq. (37)- Close to the target nucleus the interaction UstfaR-r 

of the neutron with the proton is expected to be smaller by a factor 

'/A than the coupling terms in Eq. (37) which result from the neutron 

interacting with the many nucleons of the target nucleus. If we neglect 

"\J*SHOB.T and introduce an optical potential to account for coupling to 

excited states of the target nucleus, Eq. (37) becomes 

[ E - T* - V or,,?.-) ] ̂(V-) = 0 • (38) 

The real part of typically has a depth of « 60 MeV, whereas the 

value of TTw-r which is typical of a (d,p) reaction is approximately 

3 MeV. WBP calculations in which V^t is varied by 5$ yield essen

tially identical predictions, which further justifies the neglect of 

^Shokt in Eq. (38). Equation (38) can be solved more simply than the 
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set of coupled equations (37) partly due to the lack of coupling and 

partly "because the potential V0pt is spherically symmetric whereas 

the neglected interaction U~snoa.T is not. The solutions uJ0^ are the 

usual optical model wave functions corresponding to the neutron energy 

C 



CHAPTER 3 

MODEL WAVE FUNCTIONS 

The WBP model approximation given by expressions (32) and (33) 

was introduced in the previous chapter. The central point of this ap

proximation is that the set of coupled differential equations (27) 

describing the motion of the captured neutron, can be approximately un

coupled. The coupling term rVf«) in these equations is given by the 

expression (28) and it also appears in the transition amplitude (29) as 

an overlap with the neutron bound state (30). In the expression (28) 

V« u\ v ̂  
the functions A and Wy are optical model wave functions, with 

satisfying 

r W , _ 
[E, - Tr - Vp] <?r) = O , (39) 

where Vp is a complex optical model potential representing the inter

action between the proton and the target nucleus. The neutron optical 

model wave functions Uare solutions of Eq. (38). 

The expression (28) involves a six-dimensional integration and 

contains the functions Xc+) and uJ0C+) which themselves are solutions of 

second order differential equations.. Thus the calculation of the term 

rVtt is difficult. It is possible, however, to calculate the term 

ry*) exactly when the functions % ̂ and are plane waves. This 

special case for which the WBP model results (32) and (33) become exact 

is of considerable interest first because it indicates why the previous 

26 
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criticisms'^of the WBP model are erroneous, and second because it 

suggests a method of examining the validity of the WBP model approxima

tions for the general, case. 

Derivation of the WBP Approximation Using Plane Waves 

Consider the plane wave forms 

W 
") , (Uo) 

and 

- C W . (Ul) 

Since the spin dependence of <x*0w is not involved in the following equa

tions, to simplify the notation the subscript can be dropped in what 

is to follow. Similarly, since the vector coupling coefficient 

<£/y in Eq. (35) appears as a constant factor throughout the 

following expressions it is omitted in Eq. (Ul). 

When equations (UO) and (Ul) are inserted into Eq. (28), the 

coupling term r^lrV) becomes 

Using the second part of Eq. (13), this becomes 

r^<£) I 

* f JL^'GcZ") -e/ja [iC^T+ K).&] . (U2) 

Because of the first part of Eq. (13), we have 
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' •* (c! )• =* •€•*{» (* Kjl • ) , 3̂) 

and Eq. (U2) simplifies to 

rkt'-) - gfj* t-lE-J) 

' i-t* GCtc") e*p CttT. £) . (UU) 

We identify the second integral on the right of Eq. (hk) as the 

inverse Fourier transform of the expression (12), namely as the free 

deuteron wave function 

%(£) £'.£), (U5) 

and Eq. (UU) is written 

Hp*' - <q vDf/Ce)<1,6) 

Thus the coupling term has the phase of a plane wave with momenttaa 

and its amplitude is given by the Fourier transform of the product 

The product Vip'PjL can he substituted from the Schroedinger 

equation for 

" 
E^V-

to obtain 
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^ 1*0 = £ Id£ 

- o J«=̂ r"  ̂ĉ t̂ ': e) • (*7) 

Since it is shown in Appendix A that for those deuteron wave functions 

commonly encountered it is permissible to interchange the order of inte

gration and differentiation in Eq. (U7), this becomes 

rv&) - &}> J jg 

Gc^'jc^f) «^c^".e) • (w) 

Transformation of the expression (1+6) to the form (i+8) allows the inte

gration over j? to be carried out. Rearranging Eq. (U8) we have 

r^cro = " ̂  {pj* jjLg <ixp[n (£"-"£).£ ] 

= - ̂  -e*f (a"£'"*0 J £(•£") C K" + y"") S"( K - K.") , 

which becomes 

&) = - %. <y + f^sc£) • (^9) 

Equation (1+9) is the result obtained from the WBP model approximation 

[equations (32) and (33)] when "X^ is given by Eq. (bo). Thus the WBP 

approximation is exact in the asymptotic incident beam. 
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Criticism of the TOP Model Approximation 

There have appeared in the literature^>76 certain criticisms of 

the WBP model which have delayed its acceptance. We show that these 

criticisms are unjustified and are "based on a misunderstanding of the 

nature of the approximation. 

The replacement of the term (28) with an expression proportional 

to W0 can result from several different assumptions. First, one 

could assume that the off-diagonal elements of Vf . were either zero or 

negligibly small. This would lead to the replacement 

CV' 1 v»r' "Vf (5°) 

where 

\/̂ j» ® J 1 » 

so that one would obtain for the coupling term (28) 

which for the asymptotic incident beam goes as 

1^*1 = G (>) ) . (5l) 

A second approach consists of explicitly evaluating the coupling 

term (28) which is seen to be a sum of matrix elements of VCp weighted by 

the neutron wave functions . Following the procedures outlined in 

the previous section for the special case of plane waves, not only can 

the coupling term (28) be evaluated exactly, but it is also clearly 

shown that the off-diagonal elements of Vhb are not neglected in 
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calculating ry«n. With the coupling term written in the form (W) 

it is seen that is proportional to as a direct re

sult of the presence of the weighting functions ui0t+). The off-diagonal 

elements of V„p ( "ftp" ^ fcp ) are not neglected but have a role in de

termining the magnitude of through the second integral on the 

right of Eq.. (hk). 

The criticisms of the WBP model assumed that the WBP model ap

proximation is based on the assumption (50) and thus involves neglecting 

the off-diagonal elements of Vnj>. We have shown using the special case 

of plane waves that the WBP model approximation is not based on the 

assumption (50) and that the off-diagonal elements of Vr«j> are not ne

glected in deriving the result (U9). Furthermore if the assumption (50) 

were used the coupling term would have the magnitude (5l) which is not 

the same as in the WBP result (U9). It is clear that the criticisms are 

based upon a misunderstanding of the nature of the approximation and, 

thus , are unjustified. 

The WBP Approximation in the General Case of Distorted Waves 

The general case of the distorted waves can be shown to resemble 

the plane wave case. Since in the plane wave case the WBP model is 

exact, some light can be thrown on the WBP approximation by developing 

the general case in a manner parallel to the plane wave case already 

considered. 

The principal objective of this work is to investigate the 

structure of the coupling term (.*!!), thus shedding some light on the 

validity of the WBP approximation. For this reason we wish to consider 
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this already difficult problem in as simple terms as possible. We note 

that the proton wave functions are computed in all WBP calculations 

using an optical potential without spin-orbit force. To simplify the 

subsequent discussion we similarly neglect the small spin-orbit force in 

calculating the neutron wave fmotions "wXBc<i. Typically WBP calcula

tions show that the spin-orbit force in the neutron potential does not 

play a dominant part in the calculation of the capture factor. It is 

expected, therefore, that the simplified case considered here does not 

differ appreciably from the more general case, in which the effects of 

the spin-orbit force are included. As with the plane wave case, the 

subscript Juu.' and yty a^are omitted from the subsequent 

equations. 

The functions 7^C+i and axe written in the form 

] t (52) 

and 

faC'ct?*) -G(3)A^i£)e*p[«Su£)], (53) 

where A and S are real. With these forms for and the ex

pression (28) becomes 

Ay *Xj> [ i S^.C^ -£)] G(Z*)f\K. (/«) S v (~„ )] . (5 k) 

Expanding the phases S^tK--& in a Taylor series 
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about 7* and retaining only the first derivative terms (a. "local 

energy" approximation®^) ve -write Eq. (5^) in the form 

~ [̂ " G cR") Ae> &) \Siy&) •*• i, Sg.* 

I^ A^Z-V (55) 

which also can be written 

!>) = [-1 J Jf Kf-l] VyC£) 

* G(f£") A^* Agu( &Je:cp[>Sf»(£)+iSi*. ££>/} e (56) 

where 

Kf - 7S$ A) , Kf - VS^AZ). <5T) 

We note that Eq. (U2) is the plane wave counterpart of Eq. (56) and we 

identify the second integral on the right of Eq. (56) as a "distorted" 

deuteron, in the sense that the amplitude and phase of the proton-

neutron pair ( Tc^" 5 ) are distorted "by the optical potentials. 

With the wave functions and given "by plane waves (Ho) 

and (Ul), respectively, it was possible to simplify the expression (k2) 

for the coupling term to the form (Ml) because of two specific proper

ties of plane waves. The first is the phase property (h3) which states 

that at a given Yn, the phase is the same for each (n-p) pair in the 

deuteron. The second property is that the amplitude at a given •*"„ is 

the same for each (n-p) pair in the deuteron. 
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The expression (56) for the coupling term J~j^£r£) for the gen

eral case could he simplified in a manner parallel to the plane wave 

case provided the phase 

— Scy- + SwCe) , (58) 

which is the counterpart of the plane wave phase ( t?p" + is the 

same at a given vv for each (n-p) pair in the distorted deuteron for 

all pairs ( 1cj>* , ~K,') such that 

- e - Kit . (59) 

Equation (56) could he further simplified provided the amplitude 

A* (5V', &,*0 = ^I*») Ae." <•*) (6o) 

is the same at a given >"« for each (n-p) pair in the distorted 

deuteron. 

While it is clear that these properties (58) and (60) axe exact 

when 7(t+) and have plane wave form (1+0) and (^l), respectively, it 

is not obvious that these relationships are valid for the general case. 

We must therefore examine in detail the phase Sa. and ampli

tude of (n-p) pairs. 

Properties of Nucleon Optical Model Wave Functions 

Because of the weak binding of the deuteron there exist some re

strictions on the ra^nge of in the egression (56), and the 

quantities (58) and (60) need to be examined for this restricted range 

only. We make use of some general features of the nucleon optical model 
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wave functions in determining these restrictions. These general fea

tures can he extracted by inspecting the equations for the amplitude h 

and phase S of the nucleon optical model wave functions (52) and (53)-

With the optical potential given by 

V(7) - -[ ut?) + iW (.?)"], (61) 

Eq. (39) and similarly Eq. (38) assume the exact form 

[ £ + U(r)] + t£ (62) 
A A 

and 

V.  (AVS) = *•=. W{rO A1 . (63 )  

The gradient of the phase is expressed in Eq. (62) in terms of 

the real potential Utr). The lines of constant phase for a typical 

nucleon optical model wave function are shown in Fig. 3. In the lower 

part of the figure which corresponds to the incident wave the lines of 

constant phase are straight and the probability current moves upwards 

perpendicular to them. Near the nucleus the lines are bent and become 

closer together. The magnitude of VS increases as the particles are 

accelerated by the attractive potential and swing toward the 

nuclear center to conserve their orbital angular momentum. 

Equation (63) expresses the divergence of the probability cur

rent in terms of the absorptive potential W(v"). Particles that 

impinge on the nucleus have a high probability of being "absorbed" or 

removed from the incident beam in the surface region where WCr) is large 
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Fig. 3. The Phase of the Optical Model Wave Function 

Lines of constant phase for a 10 MeV neutron incident on -^®Sn. The 
wave function is calculated using a Woods-Saxon potential VCO given "by 
the equations (73), (7*0 and (75) with V = 45 MeV, W = 11 MeV, 

= = 1.25 flu, Q. = b = o.7 fm. & is the nuclear radius. 



and. the probability current decreases towards the far side of the nucle

us . Because of the absorption and the bending of the current there is a 

region of low intensity on the far side of the nucleus. Figure U is a 

plot of the amplitude AttO along a line passing through the center of 

the nucleus, and shows the amplitude decreasing towards the far side of 

the nucleus. 

Because of the analogy with light incident on a cloudy crystal 

ball it is convenient to refer to this model as the optical model and in 

discussing nucleon optical model wave functions to speak of the "illumi

nated" and "dark" sides of the nucleus as well as the "shadow" region 

behind it. Examination of a typical nucleon optical model wave function 

for a medium-sized nucleus indicates that the density A decreases to 

& 30% of its incident value on the dark side of the nucleus and that 

the average intensity in the "shadow" region is reduced to s=* 10% of the 

incident value. 

Properties of Neutron-Proton Pairs 

With each (n-p) pair in the deuteron we associate a spatial dis

tribution of the magnitude of the pair amplitude (60). We find that for 

most pairs there is considerable overlap of the illuminated regions of 

each component of the pair, as well as overlap of the component shadow 

regions. It is possible to divide the configuration space contributing 

to the capture factor (30) into several zones, each characterized by a 

typical magnitude of the (n-p) pair amplitude. Supposing that contribu

tions to the capture factor typically come from a sphere of radius 
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Fig. U. The Amplitude of the Optical Model Wave Function 

The amplitude is calculated for the case of a 10 MeV neutron incident on ll8Sn. It is plotted as a 
function of |r| along a line near the scattering axis passing through the center of the nucleus. The 
particles are incident from the left. The amplitude is calculated using a Woods-Saxon optical model 
potential V£r) given by the equations (73), (7*0 and (75) with the following values of the param
eters: V = 1^5 MeV, W = 11 MeV, ~fa. = Vj = 1.25 fm, Q- = b =0.7 fm. The arrows indicate those 
radii where /(f) = 0.1 V(o_) and 0.9 V(o). The amplitude decreases towards the far side of the 
nucleus. 
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•where ft, is the nuclear radius, it is convenient to divide this sphere 

into five zones as illustrated in Fig. 5• 

Zones I and II correspond to relatively high (n-p) amplitudes. 

In zone I, which makes up about \5% of the total integration volume, 

there is very little absorption and the average (n-p) amplitude is close 

to the asymptotic value. Zone II accounts for about 325? of the total 

volume. For example,, in the case of ^°Ca the average intensity in this 

region is about 55% relative to zone I. Since these regions are typi

cally illuminated by both components of the (n-p) pair it is reasonable 

to refer to I and II as "illuminated" by the deuteron. Zones III and IV 

representing the nuclear interior have decreased amplitudes primarily 

due to the absorptive potential W(y^. Zones III and IV each account 

for only about 6% of the integration volume, and the average intensity 

in these zones is typically b0%. Finally, zone V, the region of lowest 

intensity behind the nucleus (typically ~ 20%) , is the area where the 

shadow regions of both components most frequently overlap. Zone V, 

which occupies about 11% of the total volume, is referred to as the 

"deuteron shadow" region. Since it can be approximately estimated that 

the regions illuminated by the deuteron (zones I and II) typically con

tribute » 90% of the overlap integral (30), we are mostly interested in 

the properties of (n-p) pairs in these regions. 

Restrictions on the Energies of the Model Wave Functions 

Because of the weak binding of the deuteron and the energetics 

of the typical stripping reaction, there are some restrictions on the 

range of interest of the vectors T<p and !<£• in the integral (28). 
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Fig. 5. Zones of Configuration Space 
Contributing to the Neutron Capture Factor 
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These restrictions determine the region for which the properties of the 

model wave functions need to "be examined. 

Since the S-matrix in the transition amplitude (36) contains the 

term S(Ep-e^), Jltyl is fixed for any given reaction and is equal to 

liy\ , the outgoing proton momentum, and typically I ̂  \ « 0.9 fm-1, or 

EfS 15 MeV. 

The restrictions on the values for vary over the region of 

configuration space which contributes to the amplitude (36). To esti

mate the limitation on in zones I, II and V, where the optical 

model wave functions have approximate plane wave characteristics, a 

plane wave form for 7^'^ and oS0c+) may he used in Eq. (28) to obtain Eq. 

(kk). The main factor restricting the range of K and hence and 

1T„» is the weak binding of the deuteron. The function GcO is a 

peaked function centered on K' = 0, which typical "l.y^ decreases by an 

order of magnitude for K =0To determine the region of K 

which contributes significantly to we limit the range of integra

tion in the second integral on the right of Eq. (bk) to the region 

l<" 4 K,^. This upper limit on the K" integration leads to a modi

fied deuteron wave function Wj. which differs from C(0 mainly near 

the origin. Because of the factor implied in the integral in Eq. 

(1+6) the region of maximum modification of $<L ( ^ ̂ 1.0 fm) contrib

utes little to the integral. 

The Fourier transform of Vnp ̂  was computed as a function of 

^ ma.# for two forms of the interaction and then compared to the 

exact Fourier transform of Vnp . The potential should be chosen 
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to.reproduce low energy nucleon-nucleon scattering data. This choice is 

ambiguous, since it is possible to fit the low energy scattering data "by 

a variety of potentials. These potentials can "be specified by two 

parameters^ which are adjusted to fit the experimental values®  ̂ of the 

triplet effective range and the scattering length a*. We have 

chosen two such potentials commonly used in finite range WBP calcula

tions  ̂ Que is the Gaussian potential 

6 
V„r(e) = V} ( 6 k )  

with V/j, = -71.9 MeV, = 1.5 fm, and the second is the square well 

potential 

vy ' * tN< 

with Vj = -36.1 MeV and V1 = 2.0 fm. The above range and depth param

eters correspond to f4>-t =1.7 fm and dt = 5.1+ fm. It was found that 

for both potentials more than 80% of the term *) is derived from 

the region tc"0.9 fm"1 (Fig. 6), which in turn restricts the incident 

nucleon energies to bp" ^0 MeV and HO MeV. 

To determine the domain of interest for the vector"^- in the nu

clear interior (zones III and IV), where nucleon wave functions differ 

significantly from plane waves, it is convenient to consider the cou

pling term (28) in the general form (55). The second integral in 

Eq.. (55) is approximately equal to the Fourier transform of V„j> ) 
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Fig. 6. Restrictions on the Proton and Neutron Momenta 



because the typical nucleoli amplitudes A are slowly varying over the 

range of ̂ ip • Thus the most important contributions to this integral 

arise when the oscillatory term ex-ipL**.Cis slowly varying. 

We have computed the Fourier transform of Vnp as a function of 

for two forms of the interaction (Gaussian and square 

well). To estimate the limitation imposed on Ty* we use the approxima

tion# 

( i < r - f y )  =  5 , ( 5  -  t f )  ,  ( a ,  

where rv is the "refractive index" of the optical potential and is 

estimated by 

n  =  ^  1 < 6 7 )  

where U# is the depth of the central potential. The refractive index 

tv lies in the range 1.5^ when 2 MeV^Ep4 30 MeV. With Tv«3, 

the domain of interest for values of in the interior zone is re

stricted to 

\t?f* - 1 4 °-^ , (68) 

with 5 MeV £j>"-S 25 MeV. When = 0.3 fm~^" the Fourier trans

form of Vnp for "both potentials has decreased to about 30% of its 

The approximation (66) neglects the change in the angle be
tween Kp and !?[,• due to refraction and includes the change in the 
magnitude of and • via a value of the slowly varying refractive 
index -n. calculated at some average energy . The validity of this 
approximation was examined and it was found that it is well satisfied in 
the nuclear interior, and in the surface region there is a smooth 
transition to the outside result 



maximum value (which occurs when BKl- 0) and decreases rapidly as one 

allows l^f" -lifl to increase beyond 0.3 fnrl. Thus in the interior zone 

the domain of interest for is a sphere of radius » 0.3 fm-l cen

tered on TcJ> as shown in Fig. 6. We note that due to the increased 

value of the momentum (66) in the nuclear interior the optical potential 

quenches the off-diagonal elements of Vnp , i.e., reduces their values 

compared to the corresponding values in the region exterior to the 

nucleus. 

There is an additional restriction on the magnitude of the 

transfer momentum . The main contributions to the overlap inte

gral (30) come from outside the nuclear surface where both the bound 

state wave function ir(tC) and the coupling term ^ can be slowly 

varying functions of which do not change sign over a large region 

of the integration volume. In general the contributions from the 

"shadow" region, which makes up only about 10% of the total volume, and 

where the average intensity is typically only »20% of the incident in

tensity, can be neglected. Outside the nucleus the phase of the term 

IV* varies approximately as that of a plane wave with momentum 

"k kn . The requirement that the phase be slowly varying over a region 

in which varies by approximately 3 fm requires that 0.5 fm-"1", 

which restricts the angle between K«*. and kp to 1|0°. These 

restrictions have been confirmed by detailed calculations of overlap 

integrals^. 



CHAPTER b 

WBP APPROXIMATION 

A direct way of testing the WBP approximation (32) would consist 

of evaluating the exact three-tody amplitude (26) and comparing the re

sult to the WBP amplitude (36). Prior to making the WBP approximation, 

the transition amplitude, which is expressed by 

(If./•&&!>£(>!) fyiS) (69) 

&CR") 

x £)%«-£) *£'(*•,*) CO) 

involves integrations over 11 dimensions. With the use of the zero 

range approximation  ̂ for Vnp, the expression (70) would simplify to the 

form 

Tfi - E <i/y | i/M> JUakp S^y(kf, Vf') 
A1 

x J& 1<L§ G(«") %(*) u$. (Kf ,5.) (71) 

where the number of integrations has now been reduced to eight. To 

evaluate the expression (71), the functions "O 5 "X 0«) and 

the final state can be expanded in partial waves, reducing the 

amplitude (71) to an expression involving multiple sums of products of 

U6 
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vector coupling coefficients, radial integrals over *V. and , and an 

integral over -SXlE^. The computation of the amplitude (71) is signifi

cantly more complicated than the calculation of the zero range WBP 

amplitude. It would require not only an appreciable increase in com

puter main storage requirements, hut it is also estimated that it would 

increase the computation time "by ahout two orders of magnitude, thus 

making this calculation practically unfeasible. More importantly, how

ever, this approach would tend to obscure the underlying physical 

reasons for the WBP approximation. 

We, therefore, seek a different approach. The term ["js^ ) , 

defined by Eq. (28), and which plays a central role in the WBP model, 

appears directly in the transition amplitude (69) as an overlap integral 

with the bound state wave function 0"MnC *"•.") . This term contains the 

amplitude A*( Tcj," , , given by Eq. (60), and phase 

given by Eq. (58), of neutron-proton pairs. Each such (n-p) pair in the 

deuteron is associated with a pair of vectors (t^",1v), such that 

** Kjl. It was shown in Chapter 3 that the WBP result (32) be

comes exact for the case of plane waves. It was pointed out that this 

came about because of two specific properties of plane waves. First, 

in the case of plane waves, the amplitude Aj.(Tcj>", K«t, tv, ") , evaluated at 

a given TV , has the same value for each (n-p) pair in the deuteron. It 

is important to realize that we are concerned here with the behavior of 

AJL as a function of . The first property, thus, states that A j., 

at a fixed point , is a constant and is, therefore, not a function of 

tTj," . We are not primarily concerned here with the behavior of Aj. as a 



function of *V. . The second property is that, similarly, the phase 

S.tCly, , evaluated at a given , is the same for all (n-p) 

pairs. In other words, the phase S*. , at a given point, is similarly 

not a function of 1<f", hut is a function of Kjl only. 

These results suggest that it may "be possible to treat the term 

IV* ") , which, for the general case of distorted waves is given "by 

Eq. (56), in a manner parallel to the plane wave case, provided fiji and 

$JL , in the general case of distorted waves, have the same specific 

properties listed above for the special case of plane waves. We sug

gest, therefore, that the distorted amplitude A..CW- ), at a 

given fn , has the same value for each (n-p) pair in the deuteron. This 

value need not, of course, he equal to the value that Ajl has in the spe

cial case of plane waves. In other words, we suggest that Ajl is not a 

function of Tcp" , hut only a function of YW and Kj., and similarly for 

the phase S*. It is, however, far from clear that A^. and have 

these properties. As these properties of distorted waves cannot he . 

taken, for granted, it becomes necessary to compute A^.and S* for an ap

propriate set of (n-p) pairs and to numerically test their properties 

for a set of values of YV • 

Our approach to testing the WBP approximation, therefore, is 

first to investigate the behavior of A^ and S4 , for the general case 

of distorted waves, as possible functions of , or, equivalently, as 

r*» 
functions of r\ . Then, using our knowledge of this behavior, we at

tempt to simplify the expression (56), in a manner parallel to the plane 

wave case, to an expression similar to the WBP result (32). 



In the general case of distorted waves, the quantities and 

SJL are, in principle, functions of lcf", and *"*. In computing Ax and 

St. , the z-axis is chosen to lie along Kj.. To clarify the notation, 

we define the direction of ly by lip" = (, while .0.* = ( ©«*, 

defines the direction of the position vector , and XI k- = ( 0k" , ̂*0 de-

Km It is convenient to consider the amplitude 

Aj. and phase Sjl as functions of the variables Kt, vu , K", 

0k« and We carried out a survey of the amplitude A* and phase Sjl 

of (n-p) pairs, in order to extract their systematic dependence, if any, 

upon the variables Ic", and Two representative nuclei, ̂ Ca and 

ll8Sn, were chosen for this survey. For each nucleus the amplitude and 

phase of several hundred (n-p) pairs were calculated at 90 values of 

V„ . A computer program was written to perform these numerous calcula

tions . The detailed results of this study are described in the 

following sections. 

This study indicates that, in the general case of distorted 

waves, as might have been expected, the amplitude A/ and phase Sj. do 

not have exactly the same properties as they have in the case of plane 

waves. Whereas, in the case of plane waves , Ajl C30 and S/ 0£n) were 

not functions of K", On* and in the general case the amplitude A«jL 

and phase S* are not constant at a fixed point v„ , but depend to some 

extent upon the variables K" , 0k" and The important, and surpris

ing, result, however, is that as ^"varies over a three-dimensional 

region of momentum space, at each Yi. , especially in the important 
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zones I and II, Ajl and S/ remain approximately constant and fluctuate 

about some mean values with small amplitudes. 

This finding suggests a method for simplifying the expression 

(56). The quantities A^CTy*, i&, *v. ) and Sjt C^", Ka, } , which are 

shown to be functions which fluctuate with small amplitudes around some 

mean values, appear as factors in the second integral on the right hand 

side of the expression (56) for the term This integral, which 

has been interpreted as a distorted deuteron, in the asymptotic region 

has the form of the Fourier transform of the smooth function GCK") . 

Near the target nucleus, where the factors AdC^. ) and begin to 

come into play, this integral can be considered as a Fourier transform 

of a distorted function GC ) . This distortion takes on the form of 

multiplying the smooth function G by functions which involve low ampli

tude (typically 20%) fluctuations about certain mean values. Provided 

that the periodicity or the "coherence length" of these fluctuations is 

short relative to the range of the function 0 , these fluctuations will 

tend to average to zero or a negligibly small value as the integration 

over T^° is carried out. It would be a good approximation, therefore, to 

replace the factors A4and Sj.("v") in Eq. (56) by their mean 

values, which are no longer functions of fc. . 

It is, therefore, useful to investigate further the more de

tailed properties of these fluctuations and to determine their typical 

periods. In principle, the fluctuations from the mean can be described 

i n  t e r m s  o f  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  v a r i a b l e s  & r » ,  K " ,  9 * "  a n d  ( < f y " .  

It would be a very difficult problem to determine the exact functional 
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dependence of the fluctuations on all of these variables. We note that 

knowledge of the exact functional dependence of the fluctuations would, 

he equivalent to an exact evaluation of the amplitude (71). Since we 

are mostly concerned with obtaining an estimate of the average value of 

the fluctuations in the expression (56), it would he sufficient to de

termine an approximate functional form of the fluctuations which 

describes their main features. This approximate form should reproduce 

the observed typical amplitudes and periods of the fluctuations. 

One difficulty associated with this approach is that the exact 

mean values of A/ and Sjt are not known. Inspection of the plane wave 

method suggests that simplification of the expression (56) to a form 

similar to the WBP result (32) will result if we replace the quantities 

Ai(V. fc, 7n ) and with the amplitude , K/ ,̂  ) 

and phase , respectively. However, since we cannot as

sume that the latter correspond exactly to the average values of Ax and 

Si , it is necessary to correct for any error introduced by using a 

value which may not necessarily be the average value. This can be done 

by relating, for example, the amplitude Adi TO. , ) to the amplitude 

through a general expression of the form 

A* (If, = Aj.CC;, fij-) f (.<©*-, 6r. r̂-(fj] 

where F describes the fluctuations in A i. 

We first describe the numerical procedures used in computing the 

optical model wave functions, and then discuss in detail the properties 

of A1 and $4. 
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Calculation of Optical Model Wave Functions 

To calculate Ajl and Sj at for a neutron-proton pair it is 

necessary to determine the values at of the real and imaginary parts 

of the components of the pair; namely, the neutron and proton total 

wave functions. In order to calculate, for example, the proton total 

wave function using a central potential Vtrl , it is first 

necessary to solve a set of second order differential equations for the 

radial functions "Xfc > 

v [y* -  •?-m '  1 !t^ **] =  0  • < 7 2 )  

Each member of the set of equations (72) is numerically integrated from 

the origin out to a large radius, where the interior solution is matched 

Qg 
to the asymptotic solution. The Fox-Goodwin method, commonly used in 

WBP numerical calculations, is used for the numerical integration of 

the set of equations (72). The real and imaginary parts of the total 

wave function are then assembled from the partial waves . 

The phase and amplitude of C?) (with incident energies ETp" Uo MeV) 

calculated by this method agree closely with the values calctilated by 

Amos®^. 

The optical model potential VC?) is written in a form 

/f Q 
identical to that used in most WBP calculations00 

V(f) -<-\/cC<) (73) 

where 
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F K a ,r-») = [l + «t,('r-B-)] , (7U) 

-rF(*-,^vO , R -n A1'3 (75) 

and 

Ufa-) = V c,rO , Vc„=<5J» , fL- r„ Af> . (76) 

The following values of the optical model parameters were used for both 

proton and neutron potentials in most calculations: V = (53.8 - 0.33) 

MeV, W = 6 MeV, Va = Yb = 1.25 fta, and 0. = & = 0.65 £m. These 

67 68 
values are typical of parameters used in many WBP calculations ' 

fin 
The proton potential is truncated following Pearson and Coz° . Since 

the small effects of the spin-orbit force are neglected in calculating 

the term (rv 1 , we set Vs = 0 in the expression (73). 

Amplitude and Phase of Neutron-Proton Pairs 

The neutron-proton pairs are constructed by allowing the vector 

pair ( , T^') to vary over a three-dimensional grid of points in momen

tum space, covering a spherical region K" 4 0.9 firT^ (Fig. 6). It was 

shown in Chapter 3 that dominant contributions to the term come 

from this region of momentum space. 

It can easily be demonstrated that the azimuthal dependence of 

Ax and S* involves only the angle Because of this symmetry, 

and because the vectors ( Vy, ) are allowed to vary over a 

three-dimensional space, Aj and Sj need only be computed at a 



two-dimensional array of values of /"» . An array of 90 pairs ( , ©»v) 

was chosen, extending over nil zones of configuration space shown in 

Fig. 5. The three-dimensional grid in momentum space is formed "by inde

pendently varying fc", 0*." and (For each nucleus the values of 

and Sjt at each of the 90 points in the C-array are printed out for 

each of the several hundred (n-p) pairs which were considered. While 

for most of these calculations we used = 1.2 fm~^ ( &A&15 Mev), for 

some calculations K/ was varied in the range 0.8 fm-^ £ Xjl 4 1.5 fm~l, 

(8- MeV 4 £jl •*£ 20 MeV). 

If the distorted waves have exactly the same properties as plane 

waves, "both and Sj. (£") should he constant at a given ̂  for all 

(Ty- , £*) pairs. To test this hypothesis the amplitudes and phases of 

«.n the pairs at each of the 90 rS values were compared to the corre

sponding values of the amplitude and phase for several chosen 

representative pairs. 

Such comparisons indicate that the amplitude and phase of dis

torted (n-p) pairs at a fixed point 3. do not remain exactly constant, 

hut fluctuate with the variables K", ©*• and about some mean 

values with certain amplitudes. For example, in the case of ^°Ca, in 

zones I and II the average magnitude of the amplitude fluctuations is 

20%, while the phase fluctuates with an amplitude of 15°. It was found 

that these average results do not depend upon the particular values cho

sen for the optical model parameters, nor are they sensitive to changes 

in the deuteron momentum 1* W./,. The average fluctuations are somewhat 

higher for a heavier nucleus. For example, for H®Sn, the amplitude in 



zones I and II on the average fluctuates "by 25%, while the phase fluc

tuates by 20°. Analogous results hold, for the most part, in the 

interior zones III and XV. For example, for ^Ca, in the nuclear inte

rior the variability in the amplitude is about 25%, while the phase 

fluctuations are » 25°. In the "deuteron shadow" (zone V), the fluc

tuations both in the amplitude and in the phase tend to be considerably 

larger, and vary rapidly with Y-*,. Because of its small relative volume, 

low average intensity and rapid fluctuations with YV., the contribution 

from zone V to the overlap integral (30) can be assumed to be 

negligible. 

In examining the detailed properties of the fluctuations, we 

first determine an approximate form for their azimuthal dependence, 

which appears to be the strongest systematic dependence of the fluctua

tions . Then we examine the dependence of the fluctuations upon the 

variables K' and 0/. 

Azimuthal Asymmetry 

In the case of plane waves the amplitude At and phase have 
'•ii^ 

axial symmetry about Kt> In other words , A* and Sj. are not functions of 

the azimuthal angle - fr„V If the distorted amplitude Ax and phase 

Sjl have the same properties as the plane waves amplitude and phase, 

they should also be axially symmetric about KA. 

The axial symmetry of A± and was tested by keeping the varia

bles K and 0 n" constant and varying the azimuthal angle (V - ?J. It 

was found that most pairs, except those with 1<p" and 1cL« parallel to Kj., 

exhibit a systematic dependence upon C^p" This effect is 



illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows lines of constant amplitude and lines 

of constant phase for one (n-p) pair. The asymmetry about the z-axis is 

apparent for both the amplitude and phase. The typical magnitude of the 

asymmetry is a* 13% for the amplitude and & 15° for the phase. 

The amplitude of any (n-p) pair defined by ( K , ©*", ^F>* " ̂-) and 

evaluated at a point ( , 9c.) can, in principle, be expressed in terms 

of the amplitude, evaluated at the same point, of another (n-p) pair, 

which has the same values of ( K , 9*") and a fixed azimuthal angle. For 

example, we can write a general expression of the form 

=  A o ( [ 1 ( 7 7 )  

where A0 is the amplitude for the pair ( K" , ©„•) such that the vectors 

]</, and vj! are coplanar. We call the function ^3 an "asymmetry fac

tor." An analogous expression can be written for the phase. Equation 

(77) expresses in an explicit form the azimuthal dependence of the am

plitude of any (n-p) pair, and takes into account the possibility that 

this dependence can be different at different points ( V„ , ©«•„) and for 

different values of ( K , ©*"). Thus, the asymmetry factor for both am

plitude and phase is in general a function of five variables, and it is 

not a simple problem to determine its dependence upon each of these var

iables . We note that j-3 has to satisfy certain boundary conditions. It 

vanishes when (0, and is symmetric about (- %.) *T . It also 

vanishes for those points lying on the z-axis, and for those pairs with 

Wr" and parallel to K̂ . 
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Fig. 7. Amplitude and Phase of a Neutron-Proton Pair 



The asymmetry factor was first plotted for "both the amplitude 

and phase as a function.of the azimuthal angle for many values of 

( K* , ©r") and at many points ( Y* , 9v.). If the asymmetry factor is a 

separable function of (fp" - ̂ ) one would expect that all such plots 

would show a similar dependence on the azimuthal angle. This was found 

to he the case for most points in zones I and II of configuration space. 

The azimuthal dependence of amplitude and phase of several pairs is 

shown in Fig. 8. 

In most cases the asymmetry factor does not change sign and its 

absolute magnitude has a maximum at . This suggests that 

the azimuthal dependence of both the amplitude and phase can be ex

pressed by a factor of the form o(.C K-", 0*" ,rv 5; The 

coefficient d. is found to be strongly dependent upon the angle 8*". 

When the amplitude of the asymmetry factor for both A; and Sj is plot

ted as a function of ©**, it is found to be an oscillating function of 

©(«.•> typically with three nodes in the range 0 4 0k" ̂  'I . The depend

ence of the asymmetry factor upon the other three variables, especially 

and K", is found to be quite weak. The following approximate form 

for the asymmetry factor 

£3 ~ C3 St*er>% su*1 (78) 

not only satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions, but reproduces 

the salient features of the azimuthal dependence of both the amplitude 

and phase. In zones I and II the constant coefficient C3 has a value 
15% for the amplitude, and 4 15° for the phase, while Ai= U is 
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appropriate for both. The azimuthal dependence of the phase and ampli

tude in zones III and TV can be described by a similar asymmetry factor, 

with somewhat higher values for the coefficient C3. 

Other Fluctuations 

In addition to the systematic axial asymmetry of the amplitude 

and phase described above, there are smaller variations in A/*) and 

Sj.( > evaluated at a fixed azimuthal angle, which are attributable 

Kll 
and In analogy with Eq. (77) the 

amplitude A0(k", ©K"; can be expressed in terms of the amplitude 

A0 ( K, ©*; A., QrS) through "fluctuation factors" •£, and . Fluctuations 

in the phase can be described by similar "fluctuation factors." The 

factor -f, describes the fluctuations in with K , as 0K* is kept con

stant, while ^ describes the behavior of A„ as ©*• varies and K" is kept 

constant. Thus, in general, the fluctuation factors and ^ are func

tions of the variables k ,©•«", Yi and 0r». As in the case of axial 

asymmetry, we wish to determine approximate forms for £ and ̂  which 

describe the important features of these fluctuations. 

The dependence of ^ on K for both amplitude and phase is de

termined by plotting this factor as a function of K for many values of 

( , 9r.) in zones I and II, and for several values of In most 

cases J-, does not show a strong dependence on vu , ©r„ or 8^. For sim

plicity we neglect the dependence of on these variables. As K 

varies from 0 to 0.9 fm"-1-, is an oscillatory function with an ampli

tude of « 5% for Ax LK) and « 5° for , has four to six nodes 

in this range, and can be approximately expressed by 
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j-( - C, K." +• K) (79) 

In zones I and II, the coefficient C, has the value » 5% for A/, and 

m 5° for the phase, and j5, lies in the range t3^0 fin jJ, 4 (6Ti") fm for 

"both Ai and Sj.. A phase factor S", is included in Eg. (79) to take ac

count of a possible slow variation with (VK , 9r„). 

The fluctuation factor •£,. describing ©^-dependence of the flue-

Kn , Y* and $rn, and 

can he approximately expressed by 

•j-2. C ( |3% ©K" + ) (80) 

with 0*^5% for A,j, and =*5° for $j, and j}x= U. 

Based on these results the following approximate mathematical 

model is proposed for the description of the fluctuations in Aj and S,: 

Ac"(*o 1 

T i+f.oo i + M©o 

* 1 "faCQx", Qru, ^p" - If y.Q 

I •+ C ~ ^ J 

and 

(81) 

[Stf» (£) + S*.<30] = { S,CK")- S,CK.)^ 

+ (82) 

where -f, and S, are given "by Eq. (79), and St are given "by Eq. (80), 
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and J-j and S3 Eq. (78). For convenience, equations (8l) and (82) are 

rewritten in a shortened form, 

and 

A*}" CO Ar," = A,- A^CS) [L -V F(K")]  [  1+FOO] 

= [skfa.)+ S^tfo] -»• 

(83) 

(810 

While equations (8l) and (82) do not give a precise description of the 

fluctuations in C<V»} and SjiC*0, they adequately reproduce their 

most important features: namely, their typical observed periods and am

plitudes. Therefore, the expressions (8l) and (82) are suitable for 

estimating the effect of the fluctuations on the calculation of the term 

r\ <?.). 

WBP Approximation in the Case of Distorted Waves 

It was shown in Chapter 3 that, when the proton and neutron wave 

functions have the properties of distorted waves, the coupling term 

(nT") can "be expressed in the form (56). We first consider the ex

pression (56) in the zero range approximation which, in the WBP model, 

is equivalent to assuming that the range of the neutron-proton inter

action Vnp is short compared to that of typical variations in the 

amplitudes of the optical model wave functions ) and î o'* C i7). In 

this approximation, expression (56) has the simpler form 
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(rV) = •«•*(> [-iSt^(?rO] A^Wexf[î ] Vnf (."£") 

* /<&*G(Z') [ cC) At*. (.?„")] e/.̂ 5 [ xS-ej,,.̂ +1Ŝ .(£}] [-̂ "-"£ ] (®5) 

As pointed out in the previous section, the last integral on the right 

hand side of Eq. (85) contains the amplitude AA^f", K* , *"•« ) and phase 

$A( Ccf" ) of neutron-proton pairs. We have shown that Aj. and 

S,t remain approximately constant over the range of integration of the 

variable K in Eq. (85). It also was shown that, as K varies, A* and 

SJ. fluctuate with small amplitudes and short periods and can, thus, be 
considered as small distortions of the function 

To evaluate the expression (85), we now make the following ap

proximation: we replace the fluctuating term in 

Eq. (85) with the term $a • To estimate the error 

likely to be introduced into the coupling term ) "by such an ap

proximation, we make use of the approximate mathematical model, 

expressed by equations ( 8 3 )  and ( 8 U ) ,  which was determined in the pre

vious section, and which egresses the amplitude and phase of the (n-p) 

pair (T<^" , TC.") in terms of the amplitude and phase, respectively, of the 

pair ( ). Since we are mostly concerned with in zones I 

and II of configuration space, it is reasonable to use the form of equa

tions (83) and ( 8 U - )  appropriate for this region. When equations ( 8 3 )  

and (810 are substituted into Eq. (85), we obtain 
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Hyfe' "•"'O-.o KVil1 ]<€«f J vT(e) 

] oUT GCZ') ̂  [-ify. £] [ 1 +• F <Li<")] [ I * i H£g") ] (86) 

Because of the short range of Vnp, and the limited range of K in the 

last integral on the right of Eq. (86), the term exf>[-i Kj>-.£ ] varies 

relatively slowly with respect to the rapid fluctuations F and H . To 

simplify the K integral, we replace this slowly varying term with an 

average value, and write Eq. (86) in the form 

\ K v r c a > T / ^ e  « * p ]  V c  ) 

J^LZ'GCic'Jcxf [-Z{>Z] *• ^ (8T) 

where 

1 - [ JctK"GCK") jdZ'GCK) [l+FCi<")][l f tHCR")] (88) 

is a constant factor which represents an estimate of the likely error in 

r*(J (*v ) caused "by neglecting the average value of the fluctuations in 

the amplitude A<i and phase Si in Eq. (85). Using equations (8l) and 

(82) in Eq. (88), the factor X can be written 

I = [JdZ'GCm]M Jg 6(V) ic" [ t +46*. *^0 J din" 

r11 

Jo [ 1 ^Ws+l<S0 -StftSv* C06vi ( (g9 ) 



where we used the fact that = Vj," + H. The multiple integral (89) 

is to "be evaluated for the following values of parameters: oL, = 5%, 

AS, = 5°, 3ti£ 4 6T1, **= 5%, ASa= 5°, /S* = U, 15%, AS3415°, 

and |S3 = Jt. When the integrations over the angles are carried out, Eq. 

(89) simplifies to 

I = [l - [l + CoL, + t6Sl^R.] 

•where R. is a ratio of two radial integrals 

£ - ^  ̂ K."+V> 

J <&*." GL̂ ) 

QQ 
The ratio K. was computed numerically using the Yamaguchi deuteron 

wave function and several values of |4, and . The maximum value of R 

is ~ 5% • The factor X , thus, has a value [ 1 +• fi , with y, and 

y*. 4 0 .5%' Clearly, y, and , which are estimates of the average 

values of the fluctuations, can he neglected in Eq.. (87). 

The mathematical model, defined by equations (8l) and (82), 

which describes the fluctuations with K" in the amplitude and phase of 

(n-p) pairs, accounts for most of the important properties of these 

fluctuations. However, this simplified model may have neglected cer

tain small fine details of the fluctuations. Because the fluctuations 

are rapid and have small amplitudes, their contribution to the coupling 

term in Eq.. (86) is negligible. We expect that a more refined model of 

the fluctuations would lead to a similar result. 



We have, therefore, shown that using the properties of the 

amplitude Ai and phase S/ of (n-p) pairs in the general case of distort

ed waves, it is possible to simplify the general expression (56) for the 

coupling term £), in the zero range approximation, to the form 

!>«) - K>~>r 
7 [ 1 + Ft 

Jjf Jm-. (90) 

The expression (90) is similar but not identical to its plane wave coun

terpart Eq. (U6), upon which the WEP result (32) is based. Two 

important differences can be pointed out. One is the factor 

[l - +FC*)] , which is associated with the axial symmetry and 

fluctuations in the term Ajl( 6 * ^ L " 1 - S j C ^ ) 3 .  T h i s  f a c t o r ,  w h i c h  

is a fluctuating function of ^ , enters into the integrals over fl i^ 

and yv in the amplitude (71). Its importance is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 6. 

The second difference is the presence of the local momenta 

and Kp-ttC) in Eq. (90). If we assume that - f'y-= , 

as for plane waves, expression (90) becomes, neglecting, for the mo-
^ A 

ment, the asymmetry factor 

fyc) •= u?> czj.) K^P • (91) 

Expression (9l) is now equivalent to its plane wave counterpart Eq. 

(h6). The integral on the right of Eq. (91) can be evaluated in the 

same manner as in the plane wave case, leading to a result identical to 



the WBP result (32). Therefore, to obtain the exact form of the WBP 

result (32) , it is necessary to neglect completely the distortion of 

the phase in Eq.. (90). The effect of this phase distortion is discussed 

in Chapter 5. We have, thus, shown that the expression (90) is a modi

fied form of the WBP approximation (32). The importance of these 

modifications is discussed in the following chapters. 

Let us now briefly consider the case in which the zero 

range approximation is not made in evaluating P(«» ) • Comparing the 

general egression (56) to the zero range expression (85), we see that 

both contain S,1 ) , the phase of the neutron-proton pair. How

ever, the amplitude of the (n-p) pair in Eq. (56) now has the form 

A I n  o t h e r  w o r d s ,  t h e  a m p l i t u d e  o f  t h e  p r o t o n  w a v e  

function is now evaluated at instead of iu . If the expression (56) 

is to be treated in a manner parallel to the zero range case, we would 

replace the term AtJ.£i«-£) with Airr(£ - £ ) A in the inte

gral. To estimate the accuracy of this replacement, it becomes 

necessary to examine the fluctuations in A$J. C?v.-g) A ]£({£) in the same 

way that we studied the amplitude A (*») A^„C '-1. This would add 

three more degrees of freedom to the extensive survey already carried 

out. We did not carry out this extended survey. Therefore, the above 

results, in particular Eq. (90), apply, strictly speaking, only to the 

zero range form of the WBP model. 

It is possible to indicate, however, that it is reasonable to 

expect that the zero range result (.90) is also likely to be applicable 

to the finite range WBP model. We first note that even in the finite 
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range case, the range of yu- of VQp is quite shortT3 (1.5 fin ̂ ^ 4 2 fm). 

Hence, the amplitude At;. is evaluated at a point near . The 

fluctuations in Atf AiyWT) are likely to "be similar to those in 

A I^„ ( AJ£. C*V") , provided the behavior with 1Zf'of the amplitude A-J-.. 

does not change drastically over the range of w 2 fm. We examine quali

tatively the behavior with of the amplitude by plotting the 

amplitude of optical model wave functions as functions of V>. and 9r„ for 

a range of energies. It can be concluded from this qualitative survey 

that the behavior of /\Ty- with is quite similar to that of 

(*>0, Provided lfl  ̂2 fm. 

It appears reasonable to expect, therefore, that the method 

used for the zero range case also can be applied to the finite range 

case, leading to the following form for the coupling term 

nrt^ ~ ^ (£/->) f% 

x ® - {92) 

Expression (92) is similar to its zero range counterpart, Eq. (90), ex

cept for the presence of the slowly varying term A (.£- in the 

integral. To obtain the WBP result (32) from the expression (92), we 

A*" 
replace the term n by an average value. Considerations involved in 

choosing this mean value are discussed in Appendix B. 

In summary, in the expression (90), we have obtained a modified 

form of the TOP result (32). This modified form is appropriate for the 



zero range form of the WBP model. The significance of these modifi

cations to the WBP model result are examined in the remaining chapters. 



CHAPTER 5 

DAMPING CORRECTION 

In this chapter we consider the effects due to the distortion of 

the deuteron phase in expression (90). We indicate that the main effect 

involves a considerable damping of the contributions from the nuclear 

interior to the WBP stripping amplitude. A method for including this 

damping effect in the WBP numerical calculations is described and the 

effects of the damping correction on the differential cross section, 

polarization and vector analyzing power for several reactions is 

considered. 

Deuteron Phase Distortion Correction 

The zero range expression (90), which was derived in Chapter ,̂ 

is a modified form of the original WBP approximation (32). One of the 

modifications involves the asymmetry factor [ I ~ ? . The 

discussion of this factor is postponed until Chapter 6. If this factor 

is neglected for the present, expression (90) becomes 

j#l/Y(?) JcLrGCK-) , (93) 

which differs from the corresponding plane wave result (1*6) because of 

the presence of the local momenta and K̂ u(rw) in the second in

tegral on the right of Eq.. (93). In the asymptotic region, this 

integral has the form of the free deuteron internal wave function. 

70 
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The phase in this integral is distorted by the optical potential, lead

ing to a distortion of the deuteron wave function in the nuclear 

interior. If one assumes that Kp - Tĉ  - Ty«, the expression (93) 

becomes identical to the WBP result (32). Therefore, a necessary 

assumption for obtaining the WBP approximation is that , 

which ass times that the deuteron phase remains undistorted on passing 

into the nuclear interior. 

In the expression (93) we can point to two sources of depend

ence of r̂  (-M upon YV. . One source is the -dependence of the wave 

function ,"£>") and the proton density l"Xiy 1 . This depend

ence is accounted for in the WBP result (32). It is clear, however, 

that the WBP model neglects the "̂ .-dependence of T which derives from 

the phase factor L - Vy (>v\J in Eq. (93). The important fea

ture of this dependence is the increased magnitude of the local momenta 

within the optical potential. It is clear that the increased magnitude 

of kj>" and reduces the value of the K" integral in Eq. (93) in the nu

clear interior relative to its value outside the potential, leading to 

a damping of the magnitude of (V. ) in the nuclear interior. There

fore, the WBP model has heretofore neglected this damping of the 

contributions from the nuclear interior to the neutron captive 

factor (30). A similar damping of the nuclear interior has also been 

neglected in the DWBA (d,p) stripping amplitude (see Appendix C). 

To estimate the magnitude of the damping of the nuclear interior 

and to determine a suitable method for including it in the WBP numerical 

calculations, it is convenient to rewrite Eq. (93) in a form closely 
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resembling the WBP result (32). We, therefore -write 

r ĵ,(ft) = U.0(V* | "X | ̂ e*f t- v K. £ ") 

* jclK-GC^) 

= U./+1(tB ?„) |^(7o| 1 «£ VrtJ>^ (f) €*pC-^<-e) [p^ 

= Î VrO r <V+1 (1C r,-) ]>(X̂ ) ? (9U) 

where 

= Iff M*> f̂ "Ĉ ,)g*p[i(?r-%-">gl . (95) 

jag i^c?) j AR"G(*")€^[i cr-K)-e] 

Equation (9*0 is now almost identical to the zero range form of the WBP 

result (32) except for the factor ]) C K. >£»), which we call the deuteron 

phase distortion correction factor, or the "damping correction factor." 

Exact evaluation of the deuteron phase distortion correction 

factor (95) is difficult. We now outline an approximate method for cal

culating the expression (95), which includes the effect of the increased 

magnitude of the momenta in the nuclear interior, hut neglects the ef

fects of "refraction." This method results in a simple expression for 

2>(*. &), so that the magnitude of the damping can readily "be esti

mated. It also allow us to include the damping in a simple manner in 

the WBP computer code. The inclusion of DC*,2 ) in WBP calculations 
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results in a negligible increase in computation time and overall program 

size. Thus, the effects of the damping correction on the predictions of 

the WBP model can he studied for many cases. 

We note that the -dependence of D is contained entirely in 

^ - m 
the -dependence of and Y-f > and the important feature of this de

pendence is the increased magnitude of the local momenta in the nuclear 

interior. Outside the potential well, the magnitudes of the momenta Py 

and Kj" axe approximately equal to their asymptotic values. It is rea

sonable to suppose, therefore, that outside the nuclear surface 

«• 1, in which case Eq. (9*0 is identical to the WBP re

sult (32). To simplify the calculation of ~) in the nuclear 

interior, we make use of the approximation (66) of Chapter 3. This ap

proximation takes into account the increased magnitude of and K̂ » 

inside the potential by relating ( K(» - to (Vf> through the 

use of an average value of the "refractive index" n , given by Eq. (6j). 

This average value typically lies in the range 2 ̂  n- 4 3. Thus, in 

the nuclear interior, the factor can be described by 

D K) = ^r 

Jk •£") 
— —: : • (96) 

Me V?1 ^c?) «*? 

In our approximation for D(K-> , therefore, it is constant outside 

the potential, and its value in the nuclear interior is given by 
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Eq. (96). To allow for a smooth transition "between the two regions, the 

interior and the exterior results are connected "by a Woods-Saxon radial 

factor, whose parameters are similar to the parameters describing the 

real central optical model potential, given "by Eq. (7*0 • We write 

D = I - [ ' - D.C", «•>][. «• (97) 

with 

tw .a _ « /. 4 e vyl0 ̂ Ĉ e) ̂  , . 
JUn,x) (98) 

I ̂  c eg) Kit) 

We refer to 2><, as the damping factor. It is a measure of the 

degree of damping of the nuclear interior. In our approximation, 

is, thus, a spherically symmetric function of both and 

K . The radial dependence of })(*,*•„") is expressed "by Eq. (97). The 

parameters rp and otp should correspond closely to the parameters de

scribing the real central potential, given by Eq. (7*0 • In most of 

the calculations described here the following values were used: 

1.2 fin 4  ̂1.5 fm, 0.̂ 5 fm < ctj, < O.65 fla. 

Damping Factor 

The damping factor P„(/n>K̂  is a spherically symmetric function 

of K , whose dependence upon K is given by Eq. (98). This dependence 

is determined not only by the value chosen for the average refractive 

index -n, but also by the form chosen for the neutron-proton interaction 

Vnp. It was pointed out in Chapter 3 that the potential Vnp should be 

chosen to reproduce low energy nucleon-nucleus scattering data, because 
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the neutron-proton relative momentum ft K involved in Eq. (9*0 is typi

cally -S 10 MeV̂ °. It also was pointed out that this potential is not 

unique, and, therefore, Ĉ 1 j K") should "be calculated for several forms 

of the potential Vnp-

We have calculated D0 K") for the following forms of ̂ np: 

Gaussian potential, given "by Eq. (610; the square well potential, given 

by Eq. (65); and the Hulthen potential 

v H (01 = - ̂  ( t'1-- Vv->1 T g?<pC- ̂ e*) 1 (99) 
v y \  ?  I  > L ê pc-jco- ex-fC-^ J 

with ̂  =• 7y and  ̂= 0.2316 fm-1. To compute the damping factor, it is 

necessary to know not only the form of Vnp, tut also the deuteron wave 

function Since an analytical form of 'PjijO is available for 

the Hulthen potential, it is possible in this case to evaluate the ex

pression (98) analytically (see Appendix D)• The internal deuteron wave 

functions corresponding to the Gaussian and square well potentials were 

obtained by a numerical integration of the Schroedinger equation for 

f t  c o .  

[-£ \ +  V ^ ] ^ -

and the integrals in Eq. (98) were evaluated numerically to obtain 

J)Q (_ rv., K.) . The accuracy of this numerical procedure was tested by 

using it to calculate K-) for the Hulthen potential, and compar

ing the result to the analytical form obtained in Appendix D. The two 

results were within 0.1$. 
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The damping factor p0(.'"i K ) is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function 

of K for two values of -n. , for the Hulthen potential and the Gaussian 

potential. The damping factor for the square well potential is very 

similar to the Gaussian damping factor, especially for values of 

K 1.0 fin--'-. The damping factor for all three potentials is a mono-

tonically decreasing function of K, decreasing more rapidly with K in 

the case of the Gaussian and square well potentials than for the Hulthen 

potential. The maximum value of K that has to be considered in any re

action is Kmo.,1 - 4? Kjl +• kf. , corresponding to »"H in Fig. 2. For a 

reaction with Ej. « 10 MeV, a typical value is Km«.x 4 1.3 fnT̂ . For 

k 4 0.5 fm-1 the damping factor is slowly varying and corresponds to a 

damping of contributions from the nuclear interior by a 2 for m* = 2, 

and by as much as a factor of 3 or U for n = 3. We can, thus, expect 

that the damping correction can have a significant effect upon the WBP 

model predictions. Previous calculations0̂  of the neutron capture fac

tor show that the main contribution to the integration over -£"2- in the 

amplitude (36) comes from values of 9j> 4 U0°. Thus, in a typical reac

tion, the important range of the momentum K is usually K4 0.1+ fm""'". 

Because, for this restricted range of K , the damping factor is essen

tially constant and has about the same value for the three potentials 

(for the same -n. ), we expect the damping correction to be quite inde

pendent of the form chosen for Vnp. On the other hand, since , K) 

is strongly dependent upon -n. , we expect that the damping correction 

may be sensitive to the value chosen for -ru . The dependence of the 
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Fig. 9- Damping Factor for the 
Hulthen and Gaussian Potentials 
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damping correction on Vnp, TU and the radial parameters VP and OIP is 

discussed in more detail later. 

Zero Range WBP Model Calculations 

To judge the importance of the damping correction, it is neces

sary to include it in the WBP numerical calculations, so that its effect 

on the differential cross section, polarization and vector analyzing 

power can "be examined. As can "be seen from Eq,. (9*0, the damping cor

rection consists of multiplying the capturing interaction ~lT) by 

the spherically symmetric damping correction factor DCK̂ y*. ) . The 

damping correction, thus, modifies the neutron capture factor (30). We 

outline, in this section, some details of the method used for the WBP 

zero range calculations, and explain how the damping correction is in

cluded. Steps in calculating the neutron capture factor are outlined in 

detail. This also helps in explaining how the asymmetry correction, de

scribed in Chapter 6, is later included in the WBP calculations. 

Although we consider the case in which the zero range approximation for 

V is used, we also indicate how the finite range corrections'̂  can be 

included without altering the basic structure of the zero range 

calculations. 

When the damping factor is taken into account in the zero range 

approximation, the interaction in Eq.. (33) becomes 

v ( S, •*0 * - ̂  £ Cx-VH | ĉ f D(.K,rn") , (100) 

and the term describing neutron capture in the amplitude (36) is' written 
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-on1 & (101> 

Calculation of the bound state neutron wave function *J"nK Cr l )  , the den

sity I and the incoming neutron wave function Uô cL> ( 

involves solving a second order differential equation in three dimen

sions for each of these functions. By expanding each of these terms in 

spherical harmonics the differential equations are reduced to one dimen

sion. Also, it "becomes possible to carry out the angular integrations 

in the expression (101), and it is reduced to a restricted sum of vector 

coupling coefficients and a radial integral over y». 

The final state is written in the form 

"v O, M»"/*»• \ SC 

where is the neutron spin function, and is the 'bound state 

radial wave function. The density I "X.iĉ YnO \ associated with the proton 

wave function is expanded in spherical harmonics 

= ^21 "^77" Y^cCf), (103) 
l-.M 

with 

OuCM = ̂ 7T Z i1"0 CZ^OC^'+OC*0*'®! L°> X4 (.*.)*«• (.o (10k) 
4,6' I*- p 

where (**) are distorted wave functions without spin-orhit force. The 

neutron wave function Uy,̂ > (**/«.) is expanded in partial waves 
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«.%. tc-.s.) - is. H v'' 

< i. /*•"' \ j-' <iu" *»+/.'Hk'+/;> 

V * Mw' * V M",'r/,","v'' / c+' c v" 
U*- (C) Vje... <.*-0 Aj.'JU- (/-0 o . (1Q5) 

When the expansions (102), (103) and (105) are substituted into expres

sion (lOl), the capture factor contains an integral of three spherical 

harmonics 

{ . . M A w Hn' + uJ-V» 
^YuCf-Hc r <•'*) , <106> 

•which can he evaluated using the result®^ 

f , _ v* y" mv v"< — {(WHit-'i) 
J dil l£s lev \£, \J /artiest) 

* < a -u «-vl -km3 > <•£, o ̂ o\ ls oy . (107) 

With this result the capture factor (lOl) is expressed in the form 

-c»>5±t(K% n <°Vv'~-:>l dch,'-) 1 <fL i(<.,«> 

= - t ' K j u . ' f . .  (.  ,  ( 1 0 8 )  

with 
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' /.-j.'A.' 
M„' UM 

< i/*•>' **' M*« I y M; y-->< ̂ /*»' ̂  M«'+/-' \ y 

(-1}N»-/-' (zê o'1" (Ẑ O"4'* CaL. + 0W/a-

< t o L O I J!^1 o> < L -M \ £**' IHJ +J*~{ -f*~y 

ii^' ©" cccs^f c<**»0 , (109) 

-r . 
where 1̂ . ,̂ .(*0 is a radial overlap integral 

J1* 

I LJ»'€«.'  ̂ = f f~ JjnAv, C^") &T. () XJ.'ZJ (^1)̂ ), (NO) 

and ©r ( c o s i g  - t h e  a s s o c i a t e d  L e g e n d r e  p o l y n o m i a l  g i v e n  b y  
Vm - s I r\ M •£m<0 
Xl (e,^) = ̂  ©A (*»*) e 

©e ceos©^ = o ? £ < lw.\ . 

Previous calculationŝ ? have shown that the sum over L in Eq.. 

(109) can "be limited "by setting L-n,̂  = 6. Large values of L con

tribute little to the capture factor, first because the density 

coefficients aL decrease with increasing L , and secondly because of the 

implied coupling between L and •£«', which are related by C> \ L-L\. 

Large values of L are associated with high partial waves "Xa1 which 

are small in the region where the bound state radial wave function is 

not negligible. 
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When the finite range effects are included, it has been shown̂  

that the neutron capture factor (101) is given by equations (108) , (109) 

and (HO) with the exception that the density coefficients &L are re

placed by 

-5 r * LCLrO]^ , 
&«>") = ^')! L 7>rS i , 

where .Ŝ " axe the even moments of the potential Vnp. The method for cal

culating the coefficients has been described previously^. 

The procedure for obtaining the final expression for the WBP 

transition amplitude (36) has been described in detail previously , so 

only the final result is presented here. The complete WBP stripping 

amplitude can be written 

( <k g c *•) k.to* ̂ ) 

+ £ <V* Vvl 1 /**> 

t f \y r\ r \ C\ 
jl̂ Ccoî  (coi8f) oCK) tJt (.cosê ). (Ill) 

The quantities describe the proton scattering by the target nu

cleus. They are related to the complex phase shifts £fij for the total 

angular momentum j a L± Vz by 5=1 -SXp (.2-̂ ĵ) . For the usual ener

gies considered the coefficients in Eq. (ill) tend to zero for 

£. %> 15, so that the summations over <• f are restricted. 
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In calculating the transition amplitude (ill) the Yamaguchi®® 

deuteron wave function has teen used̂ T-̂ . it has been showcJ0 that 

essentially identical results are obtained if a deuteron wave function 

derived from a realistic potential (one fitting two nucleon scattering 

data up to 300 MeV) is used. Recent WBP calculations'̂  use an analytic 

parametrization of the Hainada—Johnston̂  wave function given by McGeê . 

The differential cross section dLv/dn. is expressed in terms of 

/T-i 
the transition amplitude (ill) by 

sk£ s 1 (~l—\ m *H\Jl y* ( TIA (112) 
ao. 3 lâ v f KA jZjZM, * ' 

whereas the polarization is given bŷ  

P = 
/ / r 

(113) 

The vector analyzing power A calculated for a vector polarized deuteron 

beam is given by35 

/\ = ^ ^ ^ •/f (llU) 

JUfJt / 'T 

In equations (112), (113) and (ll̂ t-), Wjf and are the reduced masses of 

the proton and the deuteron. 

A brief description of the WBP computer program now can be 

given. The products of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients needed in Eg. (109) 
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are first computed and stored in a large array. This is done in order 

to reduce computation time, since, otherwise, these computations would 

have to he repeated for each value of the integration angle ©pin Eq. 

(ill). This array accounts for a sizeable portion of computer core 

storage required hy the program. Next, the quantities and &t_(rv>) 

associated with the proton optical model wave functions are calculated. 

The products irjBjew.(*vO in the expression (110), which axe inde

pendent of the integration angle 0j» in Eq. (ill) , are computed only once 

and stored. For each angle in the integration mesh the free neutron 

wave functions % L' ( k* tv,1) are generated and the overlap integrals 

T ^ JL • ,o .00 are computed. Then, using these integrals and the stored 
U J* 

array of products of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the neutron capture 

factors Kav M} are assembled. Finally, the transition ampli

tude, given by Eq. (ill), is assembled from K/u.'. We note that "Tjc 

is a simple function of the outgoing angle The amplitude is 

computed for all outgoing angles simultaneously. 

An appreciable fraction of the total computation time is taken 

up by the calculation of s since these factors have to be 

computed for each value of the angle 0|». Typical computation time for 

an case is about 90 seconds of CPU time on an IBM 370/155. The 

program size is 220,000 bytes of core. 

The damping correction involves only the radial overlap integral 

(110) . For each form of Vnp considered and for each value of -n, used, 

the damping factor (to, K), calculated from Eq. (98) by a separate pro

gram, is stored in the computer in the form of a table. For each value 



of the angle 9̂ ,, Pô nO calculated using Eq. (97) 5 and the modified 

radial overlap integral (110) is calculated. The damping correction 

results in a negligible increase in computation time and program size. 

Optical Model Parameters 

The bound state radial wave function in Eq. (102) is 

calculated using the potential 

Y.Cy) = v. [ f« > 
where is of the Woods-Saxon form 

The values ot = 32, Rg = 1.25 A*'5 and Ct= 0.65 fta are used in all 

cases. The potential depth V0 is adjusted so that the neutron is "bound 

with the appropriate binding energy. 

The scattered wave functions are calculated using 

nucleon-nucleus optical potentials given by equations (73), (7*0, (75) 

and (76). To include the effects of non-locality, the proton and neu

tron wave functions are divided by the factor®̂  

^  .  [  1 -  =£  uw]*"  

where p is the non-locality parameter, and Ufa is the appropriate local 

potential. The bound state wave function also is renormalized. In all 

numerical calculations reported here we used ̂  =0.85. 

The optical model parameters specifying the potentials (73), 

(7*0 , (75) and (76) must be chosen to fit nucleon-nucleus elastic 
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scattering data. The analysis of elastic scattering usually does not 

determine the optical model parameters unambiguously. For the discus

sion of the damping correction we choose reactions which were used 

previouslŷ to test the zero range form of the WBP model. The opti

cal model parameters for these reactions have been determined previously 

and have been shown to be consistent with elastic scattering data. 

These parameters were based on the average, nucleon-nucleus parameters of 

Rosen et al.9̂  (see Table l). Small deviations from the Rosen param

eters were found to be necessary for each target nucleus*̂  . The 

optical model parameters used in the calculations reported here are 

listed in Table 2. They correspond closely to the parameters used in 

previous WBP calculations. 

Damping Factor Parameters 

Because the damping factor D„(n,K) is essentially the same 

(for the same value of r\» ) for the three potentials considered, we ex

pect that the damping correction would not depend strongly upon the form 

chosen for Vnp. The dependence of the damping correction on Vnp, 

and radial parameters and olp is illustrated in Fig. 10. It is clear 

that the differences among the different damping factors are almost neg

ligible when compared to removing the damping correction entirely. The 

damping correction was found to be quite insensitive to the form chosen 

for the potential ̂ np • For example, in Fig. 10 the differences between 

the differential cross sections calculated for the reaction 

ÔtdjpĴ O (0.87 MeV, sl/2) with the Gaussian damping factor and the 

Hulthen damping factor with TL = 2 are very small. The dependence of 



Table 1. Wucleon-Nucleus Optical Model Parameters of Rosen 

Neutron Proton 

V (MeV) U9.3 - .33E 53.8 - .33E 

W (MeV) 5.75 7-5 

Vs (MeV) 5.5 5.5 

a (fin) 0.65 0.65 

b (fm) 0.70 0.70 

c (fm) 0.65 0.65 

ra 1.25 1.25 

r̂  (fm) 1.25 1.25 

rc (fin) 1.25 1.25 



Table 2. Parameters Used in Calculations Shown in Figs. 11-17 

Final State 

Meutron̂  Proton̂  

Final State W* ra rb rc a be w* ra rb rc a b c 

"0 g.s. 3.00 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.55 0.55 0.55 3.0 1.30 1.30 1.30 0.55 0.55 0.55 

1T0 O.87 MeV 3.00 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.55 0.55 0.55 3.0 1.30 1.30 1.30 0.55 0.55 0.55 

Ĉa 3.95 MeV 5.75 1.35 1.35 1.35 0.65 0.70 0.65 it.5 1.30 1.30 1.30 0.65 0.62 0.65 

Ĉa 1.95 MeV 5.75 1.31 1.31 1.31 0.65 0.70 0.65 3.0 1.30 1.30 1.30 0.65 0.62 0.65 

Ĉa g.s. 5.75 1.31 1.31 1.31 0.65 0.70 0.65 3.0 1.2k 1.2U 1.35 0.70 0.62 0.70 

91Zr 1.2 MeV 7.50 1.25 1.25 1.25 0.65 0.70 O.65 It.5 1.25 1.25 1.25 0.65 0.70 0.65 

9°Zr g.s. 7.50 1.25 1.25 1.25 0.65 0.70 0.65 It.5 1.25 1.25 1.25 0.65 0.70 0.65 

Ônly those parameters which differ from the Rosen parameters are listed. 
Potential depths specified in MeV; lengths in fm. 
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the damping correction on IX is somewhat stronger, "but still rather 

small compared to the case of no damping. It is clear that most of the 

nuclear interior is damped out "by the time 71- = 2, and increasing the 

damping to = 3 has little additional effect. The effect of increas

ing n- upon the polarization and vector analyzing power is to change 

slightly the minima which occur at large angles without producing any 

lateral shifts. The damping correction also is not sensitive to changes 

in the parameters Vp and . 

Thus, the damping correction is essentially independent of the 

parameters m, , V0 and and is independent of the form chosen for the 

potential Vnp in Eq. (98). This result is true for — 0 j 19 2 and 3 • 

Effect of the Damping Correction 

The effect of the deuteron phase distortion correction is stud

ied "by comparing values for the differential cross section eLr/dS., 

polarization P and vector analyzing power A calculated with the damping 

correction, to the values calculated without it for several (d,p) reac

tions with •£«, = 0, 1, 2 and 3 on the target nuclei ̂ 0, ̂Ca and 9®Zr. 

The results of these example calculations are shown in Figs. 11-17• The 

•bombarding energies in these reactions are in the range 10-12 MeV. The 

experimental measurementŝ '̂  >̂ 8,50 ,93-97 for these reactions are 

summarized in Table 3. 

The zero range TOP model reproduced the main features of dcr/&Q., 

P and A for these reactionŝ  ,68. it is of interest to see whether the 

damping correction produces any systematic changes in the calculated 
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Fig. 11. Deuteron Phase Distortion Correction 

for the Reaction ^0(d,p)^0 (0.87MeV, sl/2) 
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for the Reaction l60(d,p)1T0 (g.s. 65/2) 
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Fig. 15. Deuteron Phg.se Distortion Correction 

for the Reaction ̂ Oca(d.,p)kkJa (g.s. fT/2) 
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Table 3. Experimental Data for Reactions Shown in Figs. 11-17 

Reaction Figure cUr/din P A 

•%(a,p)17Q 0.87 MeV sl/2 11 ref.93 ref.9̂  

l60(dsp)170 g.s. d5/2 12 ref.93 ref.30 

i|0Ca(dsp)ltlCa 3.95 MeV pl/2 13 ref.26 ref.95 

ĈaU.p̂ Ca 1.95 MeV p3/2 lk ref.26 ref.5° ref.95 

lt0Ca(d,p)̂ 1Ca g.s. f7/2 15 ref.96 
circles ref.96 

squares ref.50 
ref.95 

9°Zr(d5p)91Zr 1.2 MeV sl/2 16 ref.119 ref>9 

circles ref.97 

squares ref.30 

9°Zr(d,p)91Zr g.s. d5/2 17 ref.1(9 ref >9 
circles ref.97 

squares ref.̂ 0 
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curves, and especially whether any systematic improvements in the fits 

to the data are produced. 

In certain cases the damping correction produces systematic 

changes in the shape of the differential cross section. The differen

tial cross section is lowered at large angles, while its absolute 

magnitude at the stripping peak remains essentially unchanged. This ef

fect can be seen in Fig. 15 for the reaction ̂ OCatdjpĴ Ca (g.s. fT/2), 

in Pig. 16 for 90Zr(a,p)91Zr (1.2 MeV, sl/2) and in Fig. 17 for 

90Zr(d,p)91-Zr (g.s. d5/2). In some cases this improves the fit to the 

data, as, for example, the reaction 90zr(&,p)93-Zr (g.s. d5/2), for which 

the zero range values for the cross section were too higĥ ® for angles 

above 90°. For these reactions the overall changes in P and A are 

small, and no systematic improvements have been observed. 

However, in several cases, particularly for target nuclei with 

A ̂  U0, the damping correction can result in significant changes in the 

predicted angular dependence of the polarization P and vector analyzing 

power A, as can be seen in Figs. 11-lU. In most cases these changes 

considerably improve the overall quality of the fit to the experimental 

data. Large changes in P and A sometimes occur at back angles, as, for 

example, in the reaction 1̂ 0(d,p)-L̂ 0 (g.s. d5/2) in Fig. 12, and in the 

reaction ̂ °Ca(d,p)̂ 1Ca (3-95 MeV, pl/2) in Fig. 13. However, important 

changes also can occur at angles less than 90°, as in the reaction 

•L̂ 0(d,p)̂ 0 (0.87 MeV, sl/2) in Fig. 11 and in the reaction 

Ĉa(d,p)̂ "*"Ca (1.95 MeV, p3/2) in Fig. lH. In the latter example the 
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damping correction changes the sign of both P and A near 60°, resulting 

in a considerable improvement to the fits. 

In the reaction ̂ 0ca(d,p)̂ lCa (3-95 MeV, pl/2) an effect similar 

to the damping correction can be produced by making a significant change 

in one of the optical model parameters. In Fig. 13 the curve for the 

vector analyzing power can be raised at back angles by increasing the 

value of the absorption W for the outgoing particle. The value of W 

consistent with (p,p) scattering on ̂ Ca lies in the range 

3 MeV < W 4 1+.5 MeV. Previouslŷ , to fit the vector analyzing power 

in this reaction, high values of the absorption (W = 8 MeV) had to be 

used. With the damping correction, a good fit is now obtained with 

W = .̂5 MeV, thus removing a parameter inconsistency. In some cases, 

however, the changes produced by the damping correction cannot be repro

duced by changes in the optical model parameters. An example of this is 

the reaction 0̂(d,p)̂ 0 (g.s. d5/2) shown in Fig. 12. The damping cor

rection changes the sign of A at large angles, which could not be done 

f~a 
in the previous zero range WBP calculations00. 

The significant changes in the predicted angular dependence of 

P and A, and the considerable improvement in the fits to the data that 

results in some cases, are probably the most important aspects of the 

deuteron phase distortion correction. The damping correction in many 

cases produces some changes in the shape of the differential cross sec

tion, without, however, significantly altering the qualitative features 

of the fits. The damping correction does not produce a significant 

overall change in the absolute magnitude of the cross section. For this 
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reason the damping correction does not affect significantly the ex

tracted values of the spectroscopic factor S. The method for extracting 

S from WBP calculations has been described previously?̂ . For the reac

tions shown in Figs. 11-17 it was found that the changes in S due to the 

dancing corrections were typically ±5#» and these changes are similar 

to those caused by ambiguities in the optical model parameters. 

The calculations shown in Figs. 11-17 were done using the 

Gaussian damping factor with ot, = 2, and the radial parameters were set 

equal to the corresponding values for the proton potential (r̂ Yo., ). 

The effects of the damping correction do not depend strongly on these 

parameters. 



CHAPTER 6 

ASYMMETRY AND FLUCTUATION CORRECTIONS 

The modified zero range WBP egression (90) contains the resid-
A 

ual asymmetry factor [ I - iw£)][l+• ] , whose effect on the WBP 

calculations is yet to be considered. This term, which is defined by 

equations (8l) and (82), arises due to the small fluctuations in the am

plitude } and phase K*.i , 7̂  ) , which were not 

averaged out in the integration over k* in Eq. (87). Because of the de

pendence of this factor on the azimuthal angle , it is not as simple 

to include in the WBP zero range calculations as is the spherically sym

metric damping factor P( ̂,'v). Because the fluctuations are small and 

have short periods, we expect that their contribution to the integral 

overin the transition amplitude (36) will be small, resulting in 

small corrections to the differential cross section, polarization and 

vector analyzing power. This result should be independent of the de

tailed properties of the fluctuations. To estimate the magnitude of 

these corrections, we use the model for the fluctuations developed in 

Chapter k. By varying the parameters of the model, we can test whether 

the corrections depend on the detailed properties of the fluctuations. 
-t 

It is convenient to separate the factor T ' ~ tH(2)][[ -(-FCK)] into two.fac

tors , one of which depends only on K and 0k, while the other contains 

the azimuthal dependence. Only the second factor plays a role in cal

culating the overlap integral (30), and the first factor affects the 

102 
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• 
integral over Xl|t. The factor L v H?) ]"* is, therefore, -written 

using equations (8l) and (82), 

j-CK, ©O [ l - ( <£v+ i. AS,") Stn. jj3 ©K SU 0,„ -SCn1 £ C «({,-<?«.}] (115) 

with o(s«10%, Â alQ0, |3, = b, and 

H — i AS, sirtfe, K Ci77 I" l ~ "*• AS **£>"< ( 9>.9K •+ £»)] 
•fcK,©*o = -r 1 ii ! i- (ll6) 

n + c<,, Siwt|l|K +̂ )J J~ I "I" «i». ( |&* ©K + 

with oC, a «s 5%, AS,5 ° ,  (** = and (3*fi) fax £ |3,  ̂(Cii)fm. We 

first discuss the calculation of the neutron capture factor. 

Neutron Capture Factor 

The asymmetry factor (115) multiplies the effective interaction 

given by Eq.. (100). The neutron capture which is written in 

the form 

<vrBK)|'ff(«J,7o| Uô 'ct 
(117) 

is calculated using a method similar to the one described in Chapter 5. 

Using the partial wave expansions (102), (103) .and (105), and inserting 

the expression (115), the neutron capture factor is written 

<**& | vcv-o I (* .is) > 

= E I j.H,S 

J J SU H»' 

< V M„' | y Mn1+/«-.•> <iyU.K j*' 

â o-'r*Mĉ )YLH-' ctc) (n8) 
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where 

T - "J0 + ^ Sin̂ e* e%<PfJ| •+• - Z ̂ j (119) 

Y A* j* . . 
and XljW ra(̂ al overlap integral (110), and »cot3 +î Si'). 

The term 1a is an integral of three spherical harmonics and is given by 

the expression (106). The contribution to the expression (ll8) from J"0 

is calculated as before and is given by the uncorrected capture factor 

(108). The terms J,, 1X and 3"a describing the contribution to the over

lap integral due to the azimuthal asymmetry are given by 

j, = Y; <J.i 

T 2  
=  | Y "  ( * - )  Y s j  ̂  e ' ^ ' "  ( 1 2 1 )  

and 

J 3  -  J Y Y "  & • )  Y £ ~ ' ' , y " c v  .  d 2 2 >  

These terms can no longer be evaluated using the result (107). 

To evaluate the integral 3~t we expand the product of two spher-

Yrt . 
L (.'*) 1 jẑ t OyvO, •which have the same angles for 

arguments [see Eq. (k.6.5) of ref .98] , 

m, , v w m* , . f (2*i + 0 U.ti,+0 
Y> (A) Y^ in.) = h 1 J 

-rv> 

* <*t m, ij, \ I -m> < o 2 °y Yj> . (123) 
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To separate the 0 and integrations in Eq.. (120), we express the 

spherical hannonics in terms of the associated Legendre polynomials 

=  4 ?  © ; c - w ^ .  ( i 2 k )  

It also is convenient to use a different notation, 1 t , for the asso-

98 
ciated Legendre polynomial Gyjj . Using Eq. (2.5.29) of ref. , the two 

forms are related by 

©(&») = (2£+Q(£-w)l 
VA 

Z ( jt+ m) [ 
c cos ©) . (125) 

Performing the integration over and using the definition (l2k), we 

have for IT, , 

-J" =22 [ (2-̂ -0 1 i 
1 L Wit +0 J  ̂ / r 

O 
. r -7* 

o 

j (̂.CfiS&rJ CBĝ  (Cal6fo) * /Mn+I Si*©̂ . 

To evaluate the integral over ©<•„ in Eq. (126) consider 

gral 

(126) 

a related inte-

I, * j' C (12T) 

We note that I( is not zero only if is odd. Using the orthogo

nality of the [see Eq. (2.5.26) of ref.̂ Ĵ 
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r' » „m 2 Sk,t U+r»)l 
P* c-o p4 (*)*«. = : , (128) 

CZ-e+O C 

and the recurrence relation [see Eq. (2.5.23) of ref.̂ ®] for the , 

c  p ™  =  ( ( + W t . ) x P >  ,  ( 1 2 9 )  

we obtain 

1 
T  ̂ 2.+1 C £+ 1+1"") • (£-1 + »vJ) , /" 0m tn I  =  ̂ ^  + U-***+0 R P, (130) 
' (2£+3-) Ĉ .+ 1-m) l# 1 l 

The integral on the right of Eq.. (130) can he evaluated by integration 

p m 
by parts and by using a difference equation, satisfied by the 1 x. 

[see Eq. (2.5.25) of ref."] , 

0-»>) f ptm = tew p~ - f; . (131> 
CL A 

Using the result (l3l), we can show, after some manipulation, that 

hmP"xdx J-̂ -V t î32̂  
-/ <w z 

^ u-e-n J. 

We note that the result (132) is invariant under the exchange of L and 

, and that the integral in Eq. (132) is not zero for only two values 

Z , namely Using equations (132) , (130) and (125) and col

lecting terms, we have, after some rearrangement, 
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(LH l»x +• /u„> — /U.«| X*-i Hn7>-+l><Lo Lo\ !L-\ oy 

< Lh £*> Jtk+1 Mr-/̂ >̂<LÔ 'o| /̂ lô  (133) 

The sum over Z in Eq. (126) has, thus, been reduced to two terms 

co r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  £ - £ . *  A .  

The integral can be evaluated in a similar manner. By using 

the expansion (123) of the product of two spherical harmonics, it re

duces to an expression containing the integral Ii of Eq. (127). We have 

x-I4 {i^"[(i-«,r«vKro]i 

{LM in L.+ \ l-oi-'o|̂ lo) 

— (28« -•) ' £ ( + "J**) C in + I ")J 

( L M  M b '  <  L o  * • '  O  1  ° y  ^ 3 ^ )  

The evaluation of the integral 3*3 is somewhat more involved. By 

using the expansion (123) and integrating over , we obtain 

T »  - ?  < L f i  *  « " ' A >  

L 0 Jin O I 0> JdCcx&ru) fyg Ĉcosê  ©£Ccw-©̂ )3i'n%. 3̂5) 

The integral in Eq. (135) can be ê qjressed in terms of an integral 

© m 
involving the 1*. , 
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1 „  -  f * * P e "  P "  o - n ^ .  ( 1 3 6 )  

We note that Ij. is zero only if is even. Noting that 

?x (*) - C(-<) 

we write 

'/v 

i. • / c k  n  ̂ .  
-i 

and using the symmetry property of the [see Eq. (2.5.18) of ref.̂ ®] 

I, becomes 

o"w *n (-2-̂ )' o 
Pt <*> - <"> i^TT p< -

q •• WV Q jy\ 
From equations (l2U) and (125) we note that the product rt is pro

portional to the product ̂  Yt , which can be expanded as in Eq. (123), 

to obtain 

T  -  r  V 1  

*1 ~ t~0 L (fc„- mo") [ (.*-»*) L J 

i" 

where 

(t, 

2 |£"o> < l„0 t O 1 H" Q\ Ja„ (137) 
ntt ' $ 

Ie» -  J  Pe" ( l-*-1"') cty. , (!38) 
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and £" is even. Using recurrence relations for the p£ , 

[see Eq. (2.5-21) of ref.98], and 

*  K =  7 1 7 7  [  ( » > + i )  C  +  P « - ,  ] ,  

[see Eq. (2.5.20) of ref.9®], it "becomes possible to express 1A» in 

terms of standard integrals 

vcdy r n X. ̂  

-f-e" 2£M _ J - fp 
J »4u—i (i -; •I J f 4*-l ( I -

The integrals in Eq. (139) can "be evaluated [see Eq. (7.226) of 

ref .99] , and Ig« is written 

Tt/X JLU = 0 

-""/lb l n - Z .  

(139) 

If = \ 

V 

H (**'-011 0̂ -3)11 

' v"! (v'+l) ( 

(l*f0) 

where «£"/*. Therefore, finally, with the help of Eq. (125) , Th 

written in the form 

l'h 

is 

<fLM iw1 Mr' -f>~\ I ^Lo ̂ o\ Z oy 

S < M.y- « -Krf*~ | «"o)< io i o ] V Qy X4« (lln) 
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Finally, folding the equations (133), (13b) and (l̂ l) into 

Eq. (ll8), we obtain for the total neutron capture factor 

| tfC 1?, | <v' 

= (sl*n K/o«„(£„) {(Kie«)e<p[-lCM.-/N')ffX {lk2) 

with 

K̂ U.I M̂  ~~ + •+• K + KyU»'H» ,  ̂

where is the uncorrected capture factor, given toy 

Eq. (109), and 

f̂) 88" 7T  ̂H i»M«> 
' yUnLM 4 

J-'4' MH' 

<f  ̂1 Mn' + yU*'-/x« 1 K\M'+/ĥ  

(-i-)!11*-/<*' (xL+i,)"l/a- (z£»'+'V'/z (2£^+>y,/z' 

»» 

+̂ X̂ -Mrt +̂ -0*]̂  <&-\ OL0 I L'ô > 

<&*-! Nn-/trt + / L-M I 

— [(.2* + M«-//UA+i)(£*-*Hn-/M-n+iy],k ̂ &\+\ 0 Lo |&Jo^ 

<&-M -/tn+l L -tn I £•»' -/<•«>j-

__ J»\ JLm /»-N M  ̂̂*' 

I LjV̂ ' CCK0̂  {lkk) 
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and 

(i) -j 

K u\ = — A" ̂ 3 ̂ >'-',,J33®k T~'/x /*« 1 J* Mr>̂  
/ti>LM 

Mrf 

 ̂£ ̂ u„' w MB1 j« M"1 •+ /-'"> < ̂  ̂  iv.' M«' + /i*1-̂  \  ̂

(H)Mn-/Ur.« UL+0̂  C2̂ «V"1 (̂ +.) *'(Z 

•1 '/̂  

"Mn+yM-«+2-X'Cv»-iH~»+/̂ .+0 J o L  0  !  iL'ô  

 ̂ + ( "̂ — ~ ' L — M | <£»»' M i*' -f — Jbf\ "y 

~~ [(.̂  ̂ -t-Mv> -yLu«.-0] ̂  ̂̂ "1 ° Lo|&Jô  

< {U"l (1 * "7̂ -1 L -M I Zj M Ĵ  

_ J* , f-\ M -̂. Mn' 
I L]nll, tlO (°*̂ > © ,̂ (C0£9„) (lll5) 

and 

(ft) - ~ t £ < t/v, ̂  >***> 
1 /«*<.« 7 

j«' AUMw" 

<^ Li M^'l>' */*«'"> < x /*« w-' +^'-/u- \ >l *«V> 

(-,)M"'V . CZL+O"1''' C2̂ '+0W/,"(2O'),/2" 

^ "k Z«4*0 <io Lo\i,'o>< Jl KA-^L-Ml Mw'+/*.'•/-> 

2 (2€V|)<« oe"o| -LoX-e. H«-/w. 4"o| ̂  a.-**.) V 
e* 

-r Jn ?v* » fN M W*' 
WL 1̂ 1 CcocaO CU6) 
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Eq. (lUO). 

The terms K(l\ and are small fluctuating terms added to 

the uncorrected capture factor K'°\ We call the corrections to the dif

ferential cross section, polarization and vector analyzing power due to 

these terms the "asymmetry correction." The corrections due to the term 

9-r.) , defined by Eq. (ll6), are referred to as the "fluctuation 

correction." We discuss these corrections separately. The transition 

amplitude is given "by Eq. (ill), with K/C* calculated from Eq. (1u3), 

and the differential cross section, polarization and vector analyzing 

power are calculated from equations (112), (113), and (llM, 

respectively. 

Computational Considerations 

For purposes of computation it is convenient to express the con

tribution to the capture factor (llt2) from the asymmetry correction 

terms K"', and in the following form 

ACM 
j»' 4,< 

K x ̂  ̂ Mw'+VU-' V"* ̂ J" 
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where 

A A" L M  v-» 
A = 71 „y 

(m HJ'JUk Mb / t" 

L o.C*iy'1 Ĉ ^̂ i)72" 

I  < { O L O  L  - M  ]  M B « + ^ . ' ^ >  

(2e' V l )  < ^ o £ " o |  V  o \ i  M n  -/*«> 1 * . .  (ibQ) 

and 

R ̂ LM 

= "z •tr"'/'" < t/*- | > M-> 

(_,) M"-̂ 1 (2LH-0"'1 (ẑ '+o"''" L2Ln)'̂  

( £* - M* +yx./) C - Mn +/*-"~0 

<2„-l O L 01 L' 0 > <£*-l N»-̂ +l L-M| 1M-' + /O 

— (£n + mn~^«.w + 3v) (^n*- mr -yfcw-rl ) 'v 

<ev.+t 0 1.0 I &,'o> < €„+l Mn-̂ „+l L-*| (11+9) 

and 
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L M i a 
C " Z 'ir"/3' < a M~> 1 > N.) 

(-i)Mn~̂ ' (2n-0iv uv+o"1'1- { x e * + \ ^  

| ( <„ -«„ *yx^xV'1- C <v> - M„ «yi» -H V1* 

<L«l 0 Loj C>> <̂ £, + \ L-l̂  ] t* M„' +/̂ '-/jÛ > 

<£,-1 oLo| eJo> <C-l M,^-l L-M| «J KJ+yU-'-^), (150) 

In the expression (1̂ 7) the summation over L can be truncated 

as before at Lm«m = 6. The largest value of -C' in expressions (1̂ 9) and 

(150) is, thus, Lm̂ +̂ n + l. In Eq. (lU8) the summation over & can be 

truncated after only a few terms because Tg* decreases rapidly with •£ . 

fi " 
Differences between differential cross sections calculated with 2 

and -6mAf = 6 were found to be of the order of 0.1%. All the calcula

tions reported here were done with = 6. Summation over £ in 

Eq. (1̂ 8) is limited in the vector coupling coefficients by the condi

tion 14 2", with ~ Zn -*"£"**#• Similarly, the maximum value of 

•£„' in Eq.. (l̂ 8) is $*> -

The real terms A , & and C are independent of the integration 

angle in Eq. (ill). They, thus, need to be computed only once, and 

stored as functions of the indices /t*, L, M , I', and N„. Some rep

etition can be avoided by noting that the capture factors Kc,), 

and K'*1 all satisfy the symmetry relation 
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f\ -ftr},-M„' V. W r\ ̂  , N„ 

The additional computer storage required to store the terms h , 8> and 

C is 60,000 bytes of core. This, together with the original storage 

requirements of the program, exceed the storage available on our 

computer• 

It was, therefore, necessary to divide the program into two seg

ments. The first part computes'the factors K<0) as described in 

Chapter 5 and stores the neutron capture factors, as functions of the 

integration angle Qp, in a disk file. The second segment computes the 

expression (1V7). The quantities A , 6 and C are computed once and 

stored. Then, for each value of ©(•, the radial overlap integrals 

T j» 
1 associa'te(i Legendre polynomials are computed and the 

summations involved in the expression (1u7) are carried out. The total 

capture factor (1̂ 2) is calculated by combining the expression (ibj) 

•with the intermediate results stored by the first segment of the pro

gram. Finally, the transition amplitude is calculated using Eq. (ill). 

Typical computation times are nearly doubled. 

Asymmetry Correction 

The effect of the asymmetry correction on the differential cross 

section, polarization and vector analyzing power was examined by compar

ing calculations with the asymmetry correction to those without it for 

several (d,p) reactions with £,= 0, 1, 2 and 3. In all cases the asym

metry corrections are much smaller than the changes due to the damping 
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correction or those due to changes in the optical model parameters. The 

differential cross section is typically changed by 4, 3%, and the sign 

of the correction changes slowly with the outgoing angle. Corrections 

to P and to A also are small. These results are true for all values of 

In.. 

Typical asymmetry corrections in cUr/ttSl. and A are shown in 

Fig. 18 for the reactions 90zr(<iJp)9l2r (1.20 MeV, sl/2), 

ĈaÛ Ĉa (3.95 MeV, pl/2), l60(d,p)1T0 (g.s. d5/2) and 

Ĉa(d,p)̂ Ca (g.s. fT/2) . The optical model parameters used in these 

calculations are listed in Table 2. The damping correction was used in 

all the calculations (Gaussian, n = 2). The asymmetry parameters used 

in these calculations were 10%, 4S3 = 10° and 3̂= b. It was found 

that increasing ̂  to 13% and AS4 to 15° did not appreciably change the 

magnitude of the asymmetry correction. It also was not sensitive to 

changes in the frequency parameter ja4 for ̂  in the range 2 ̂  ̂ 4 b. The 

asymmetry correction is compared to the damping correction for the reac

tion l6o(d,p)17o (g.s. 65/2) in Fig. 10. It is seen to be small 

compared to the effects of the damping correction. It also is small 

compared to changes produced by changes in the optical model parameters. 

For example, in the reaction ̂ Ca(d,p)̂ Ca (3.95 MeV, pl/2) the asym

metry corrections are small compared to the changes produced by changing 

Y"a. for the proton from 1.30 fta to 1.35 flu, and W from b.5 MeV to 

5.5 MeV. 

We conclude that, since the asymmetry corrections are small com

pared to the damping corrections and to the uncertainties in the 
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Fig. 18. The Asymmetry Correction 

Solid curves are calculated without the asymmetry correction. Dashed curves are calculated with the 
asymmetry correction. For the reaction ÔCaCdjpĴ lCa (3.95 MeV, pl/2) the broken curve corresponds 
to changing -to. for the proton from 1.30 fta to 1.35 fm, and W from it.5 MeV to 5-5 MeV. 
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calculated values due to ambiguities in the optical model parameters, it 

is not essential to include them in the WBP calculations. 

Fluctuation Correction 

Finally, it is necessary to examine the effect of the small 

fluctuating factor ©•*), defined by Eq. (116), which multiplies the 

capture factor (lk2). Because the typical amplitude of this factor is 

small, typically »10%, and because it is a rapidly fluctuating function 

of the integration angle in Eq. (ill), we expect that its contribu

tion to the transition amplitude will be negligible. This was found to 

be the case. The magnitude of the fluctuation correction was examined 

in several (d,p) reactions with different values of the orbital angular 

momentum transfer. Some examples are shown in Fig. 19. In all of these 

calculations we used the Rosen parameters (Table l). The values of the 

parameters defining the factor were: = «(,. = 5%, A5( = ASZ = 

5°5 jS, = (fcU) fm. and k. The fluctuation corrections were found to 

be independent of the values of the optical parameters, and independent 

of the frequency parameters ̂ 3( and ̂  for (3Ti) fm £ 4̂,  ̂f6Ti)fm, and 

2 4 jS* 4 h. Increasing ot, and ĉ to 10$, and and AŜ o 10° did not 

appreciably change the magnitude of the fluctuation correction. 

Typical changes in the differential cross section were »2$, 

with occasionally larger differences, especially near deep minima in the 

curve. The correction in many cases changes sign slowly with the out

going angle. Magnitude of the correction also is small for P and A. We 

also examined the combined effect of the asymmetry and fluctuation cor

rections. It is found that in most cases the combined effect is not 



Fig. 19- The Fluctuation Correction 

Solid curves are calculated without the fluctuation correction. Dashed curves are calculated with 
the fluctuation correction. The curves for the reaction l6o(d,p)̂ -To (O.87 MeV, sl/2) are calculated 
with both the asymmetry and the fluctuation corrections. 
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much greater than either one alone. An example is shown in Fig. 19 for 

the reaction 1̂ 0(d,p)1'''0 (0.87 MeV, sl/2) which also includes the 

asymmetry correction with = 10$, = io° and 9̂= b. 

We have, thus, shown that the asymmetry and fluctuation correc

tions are not significant corrections, and are considerably smaller than 

uncertainties in the calculated values due to optical parameter 

ambiguities, or the damping corrections. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The WBP model is an approximate three-body model of deuteron 

stripping reactions. The interactions which are involved in the strip

ping mechanism in the WBP picture are the neutron-proton interaction 

Vnp, and the separate interactions Vn and Vp of the neutron and proton 

with the target nucleus (Fig. l). The interactions Vn and Vp are inter

preted as nucleon-nucleus optical model potentials. The incident 

deuteron is represented as a packet of neutron-proton pairs, with mo

menta and such that 1̂ " + • Kjl> where is the deuteron 

momentum. The deuteron binding force gives this packet a well-defined 

momentum distribution. The neutron-proton pairs appear in the WBP 

transition amplitude as products of nucleon optical model wave functions 

The distorted waves and kTjjv describe the independent 

interactions of the proton and the neutron in the deuteron with the 

short range field of the target nucleus. 

The WBP model calculations have shown good agreement with exper

imental measurements of differential cross section, polarization and 

vector analyzing power. However, the WBP model makes an approximation 

in calculating the transition amplitude. This approximation concerns 

a term appearing in the amplitude which involves the matrix elements of 

the neutron-proton interaction ̂ np between proton wave functions 'Xjtj," . 
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Criticisms of this WBP model approximation have stated that it is based 

upon neglecting the off-diagonal elements of ̂ np* 

We have shown that the WBP model result becomes exact in the 

asymptotic limit, in which the distorted waves "Xiej" and become 

plane waves. In this limit, the distortions of the wave functions 

caused by the interaction of the incident particles with the short 

range field of the nucleus are absent. We also have shown that this 

exact result does not assume that the off-diagonal elements of Vnp are 

small. On the contrary, these off-diagonal elements are taken into ac

count in deriving this result. The criticisms of the WBP model were 

clearly based on a misunderstanding of the nature of the WBP result. 

In the exact case the neutron-proton pairs become prod

ucts of two plane waves. We show that the WBP result comes about 

because of certain specific properties of the amplitude 

and phase of the neutron-proton pairs. In the case of 

plane waves the amplitude Ajl and phase Sjl are not functions of the mo

menta ty' and tc„". In other words, the phase and amplitude are the same 

for all neutron-proton pairs in the deuteron. 

In the general case, in which the distortions of the wave func

tions and by the field of the nucleus are taken into account, it 

is no longer clear that the WBP result is valid. We show that the gen

eral case is a natural extension of the special case of plane waves. 

Our approach is based on examining the properties of the amplitude 

AiCT̂ ", Ka , aL ) and phase of neutron-proton pairs for the 

general case of distorted waves. A careful survey of the properties 
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of Aa and Sjl showed that, surprisingly, they have properties quite sim

ilar to those they have in the case of plane waves. We show that the 

amplitude (<*,£ ) and phase S* ( Ef', are approximately the 

same for all pairs ( Ej" , ) in the deuteron. In other words, A; and 

S4 at a given are approximately independent of and . We show 

that in most cases the dependence of Aji and S> on has the form of 

small and rapid fluctuations. This suggests that in the integrations 

involved in the transition amplitude these fluctuations will average out 

to zero or to negligibly small values. Careful calculations using ap

proximate models of the fluctuations show that this is indeed the case. 

Using these detailed properties of the amplitude AJL and phase Sji we 

derived a new expression for the WBP transition amplitude. 

We have shown that, while the WBP approximation is essentially 

correct, it ignores an important distortion of the deuteron phase in the 

nuclear interior. This distortion arises from the increased magnitude 

of the relative momentum of the neutron-proton pairs within the nuclear 

potential. The increased relative momentum results in an effective dis

tortion of the wave function describing the packet of the neutron-proton 

pairs. Its main effect is to reduce significantly the contributions to 

the stripping amplitude from the nuclear interior. A similar damping 

effect also should be included in the DWBA model. The arbitrary proce

dure of using a radial cut-off in the DWBA calculations, which has no 

theoretical justification, clearly serves the same purpose as the 

damping correction which we derived for the WBP model. 
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A method for including the effect of the deuteron phase distor

tion in the WBP calculations was developed, and the WBP computer code 

was suitably modified. This resulted in a negligible increase in both 

the program size and computation times, thus making it feasible to in

clude the damping correction in all future WBP calculations. The effect 

of the damping correction on the differential cross section, polariza

tion and vector analyzing power was investigated for several (d,p) 

reactions. Several central potential forms were chosen for the 

neutron-proton interaction in describing the damping factor. The ef

fects of the damping correction are independent of the shape of the 

potential and the radial parameters describing the damping factor. The 

damping correction is found to be a significant correction, comparable 

in magnitude, for example, to the finite range corrections or the un

certainties due to ambiguities in the optical model potentials. In some 

cases, the damping correction alters the details of the shape of the 

differential cross section, but in most cases has no significant effect 

on its overall absolute magnitude. Typical changes in the values of the 

extracted spectroscopic factors are £-5%. However, the damping correc

tion frequently produces important changes in the angular dependence of 

polarization and vector analyzing power, leading in some cases to con

siderable improvements in the fits to the experimental data. Thus, the 

phase distortion correction should be included in any detailed 

comparison of the WBP model with experiment. 



APPENDIX A 

LAPLACIAN OF THE DEUTEBON WAVE FUNCTION 

The derivation of the plane wave result (U9) involves inter

changing the order of integration and differentiation in Eq. (UT) • In 

this appendix we examine the conditions under which such a procedure is 

valid. The integrand in Eq. (Vf) contains the term 

= vjr Jd? G(£) «<p[iK-e], 

where the deuteron wave function % C£) is expressed in terms of its 

Fourier transform G(K") in Eq. (U5). If the operator V  ̂ is brought 

inside the integral, we obtain 

vjr (cLkGC<) C-tl?. = - j . ( A 2) 

We now determine what conditions must be satisfied by the function 

**(?> in order for Eq. (A2) to be valid. 

As a first step, it is helpful to discuss a theorem for func

tions of one variable which can then be extended to functions of three 

variables. Suppose that F(OL") is the Fourier transform of the function 

f(x) > 

f0° 

FO) - tLt J ft*) **f (.-<**•)+*, (A3) 
•") Jo, J 

f " 
f t * - )  -  J . (Ah) 
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The theorem states-*-00 that the Fourier transform of the function 

is equal to the Fourier transform of  ̂t>0 times the factor 

Z . N w C "t 0̂  ̂ 9 

o- (** 

(S f ̂  ̂  « 0*T -j§ jd* £*)«"***, (a5) 
-«• -a" 

provided the first (n-l) derivatives of •£(*) vanish as x.—»±<x>. To 

prove this result we integrate the left hand side of Eq. (A5) once by-

parts to obtain 

to j<H • ,. °* i _ f tA.*"* f- -iolX (k-h1* 

t- «) - ib ET- * + a l"° j 3?- * " C,'̂ F "9. 

provided / cL*"~l vanishes as x. —1»too. Repeating this process 

(n-l) times, we obtain the result 

F̂ c*) » C-î ) " ̂  c*) , (A6) 

provided the first (n-l) derivatives of j-(>0 vanish as x—»i«o . 

Equation (A6) is identical to Eq. (A5) 

The result (A6) can be extended to functions of more than one 

variable. To be specific, consider the deuteron wave function , 

its Laplacian and their Fourier transforms, 

G(£) = C«)"5JV %{%) , (A7) 

) ~ / <<•* 2 ' ^ , (a8) 

and 
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GJL c 2) = C^)*3 [ Vf <fc(g)] E"1 (A9) 

where 

^ =. \a& Gace; e4R,*t 7 

. <̂p t̂p w 

7t S " 5S- " 57.- ' 

(A10) 

**£« 

The Fourier transform of the first term on the right of Eq. (All) is 

(All) 

w3 tl «.-**•? 

J.* L do e*p +̂ e_'k"̂ ' (ai2) 

Applying the result (A6) to the last integral on the right of Eq.. (A12), 

or, equivalently, integrating twice by parts, we have 

(jfio-'JV = -u,v<.*f3/V up*~ iZ\ 

provided and ̂  vanish as —»±oo. With similar results for 

•3*ip and we finally obtain 

£(*) • " f mi) ~-K'StZ) (A13) 

provided 

^(f) "V(C> 

* —•» i<*» (AlU) 
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The result (A13) states that the Fourier transform of  ̂ (̂ ") is 

C—K*) times the Fourier transform of provided satisfies 

conditions (AlU). Using the result (A13) in Eq. (A10), we have 

7I = -I), 

which, with Eq. (A8), becomes 

7* J<ptK<SCKj f-i K. f ) = - Jd,K &(.*) . (A15) 

Equation (A15) is identical to Eq. (A2). We have, thus, shown that the 

procedure of interchanging the order of integration and differentiation 

in Eq. (A2) is valid for any deuteron function which has the 

properties (AlU). 

For purposes of illustration we explicitly show that two fre

quently used deuteron wave functions satisfy conditions (AlU). The 

Hulthen wave function given "bŷ  

(?) - j=r j- [ ̂fC-re) - , (Al6) 

with  ̂=.7̂ , Y = 0.2316 fm~^~, has as its first order derivatives 

•3 (; «" I  c e  

+ e-6e[-Ve- - (A17) 

with  ̂ + Expressions (Al6) and (A17) clearly satisfy 

the conditions (AlU). 
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Current WBP calculations?̂  use a form of the deuteron wave func

tion corresponding to the "realistic" Hamada-Johnston̂ O potential. The 

WBP model employs?0 McGee'ŝ l representation of the Hamada-Johnston 

wave function 

U 

V "  c f )  e  ^  C j  '  ( A l 8 )  

where coefficients Cj satisfy 2 0 in order for ĵ l ((?) to be 

finite at the origin [parameters specifying Eq. (Al8) are listed in 

Table 1 of ref.9̂ -] . The first order derivatives of ((>) are given by 

expressions analogous to Eq. (A17)j and and its first deriva

tives satisfy conditions (Al̂ ) in a manner analogous to the Hulthen wave 

function (A16). 



APPENDIX B 

THE ZERO RANGE APPROXIMATION 

In the general case of distorted waves the coupling term 

can be expressed in the form given by Eq.. (92). We are here concerned 

where for simplicity we neglect the effects of the deuteron phase dis

tortion. Since the most important contributions to the transition 

(typically K ̂  O.U fm~l) and since the interaction V„p is of short 

range, we can restrict our attention to those cases where all the terms 

in the integrand in Eq. (Bl) are non-oscillatory. For the sake of sim

plicity, when discussing the validity of approximate expressions for the 

integral I, we can, without loss of generality, consider the limiting 

case K-»0 . In this case the expression (Bl) can be written in the 

exact form 

with the following integral appearing in the expression (92) 

I = f ctg t- C) (f ) (£) , (Bl) 

amplitude (36) arise from low valueŝ  of the relative momentum IK 

jjL? 

(B2) 
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where the term A* (jv.-'j') is taken outside the integral and is replaced 

by a weighted average value, using as the weighting function. 

We now discuss and compare two approximate expressions for T0 

which have been used in WBP model calculations, and both of which use 

the method of replacing the term A in Eq. (Bl) by an average value. In 

the first, the zero range approximation, the range of the interaction 

V„p is taken to be short compared to that of the typical variations in 

the function A . In this case we write 

i„ » i» - V v i -  (B3) 

In other words , in this approximation, instead of using the weighted 

average Axi®, , we use the value of A1' at (J_ = 0, the center of 
I * 

the sphere of £ integration. 

When the finite range of the interaction Vip is taken into ac

count in the WBP calculations, the weighted average use<̂  

rather than <( , 

T  T  / ^ * V i f l ? )  r 

L„ = L. - 7 — / s ff) <?«.?) f 
J V e ) 1 ?  

= (Bk) 

Largest errors in the approximation (B3) and (BU) will occur in 

—w .1* 
that region of v"K-space where A varies most rapidly, as, for example, 

in the nuclear surface. To compare the errors introduced by using the 

approximate expressions (B3) and (B̂ ) we use two simple expressions for 
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the term A2- which approximately describe the general behavior of the 

density of the surface region (a straight line approximation and an 

exponential form). 

Substitution of these specific forms for A into Eq. (B2) can be 

shown to lead to the result 

I ,  - ! . ( ' - » )  < * »  

where 

AT, = C I e* vy(e)^(^)^ , (B6) 
o 

where C is a constant containing the parameters which describe A . 

We, thus, see that the zero range approximation has the effect of under

estimating the exact result I„, i.e., I | ̂ 

On the other hand, use of these approximate forms in Eq. {Bk) 

leads to the result 

I. - I, -<• 41. - I. , <B7) 

where 

AI, = - A I, „ (B8) 

and 

AT - r 1 f , 

* 3 "7 Je Ve>We)Je 

J (" (B9) 
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Since the ratio m, , given "by 

f fv*f(e)*e 
ttt = 

AX 

A I, 

a. _ I fv-tW'ie)** 

r" r°° 

O n  ̂ * 

_ 
(BIO) 

*C t >N«u 

is greater than unity, we see that the approximate result X-*.overesti

mates the exact result I0, i.e., | I,J I I0l . The error involved in 

the approximate expression (BU) -will he smaller than the error in the 

zero range approximation (B3) provided 

A X 1. 
—1 

|AxJ 
X 

| AX, | 

^ 1 (Bll) 

Use of equations (B8) and (BIO) in the expression (Bll) leads to the 

conclusion that 1^ will be a tetter approximation to X„ than the zero 

range result I|, provided the ratio m satisfies 

in. 2. , (B12) 

and we note that we obtain the condition (B12) whether we use the 

straight line or the exponential approximation for A3". 

The ratio m. was calculated for two forms of the interaction 

used in the WBP finite range calculations, the Gaussian and the 

square well potentials, defined, respectively, by equations (6U) and 

(65). The following values for m, were found: wv = 1.29 (Gaussian) and 

W- = 1.08 (square well). This indicates that the finite range result 
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7 reduces the error present in the zero range approximation T "by JQ% 
X2, » 

and 90% for the two potentials. Since the finite range corrections for 

the most cases were found to be small̂ , indicating that the errors in 

the original zero range WBP calculations were not serious, we conclude 

that it is appropriate to use the approximate expression (BU) in finite 

range calculations. We note that the condition (B12) is satisfied for 

these potentials for which the functions and P̂jL are of ap

proximately the same range. Care, however, must be exercised for those 

potentials for which  ̂has a considerably shorter range than 

\Xp alone, as is the case for the Hulthen potential (99), for which the 

ratio m. has the value 2.3̂ , and the condition (B12) is not satisfied. 

This suggests that for the Hulthen potential it would be more 

appropriate to use the exact expression (B2). 



APPENDIX C 

DAMPING CORRECTION AND THE DWBA APPROXIMATION 

According to the discussion in Chapter 2, the three-body transi

tion amplitude for a (d,p) reaction can be written in the form 

In the zero range approximation^, in which it is assumed that the 

range of Vnp is short compared to that of the typical variations in the 

amplitudes of the optical model wave functions % , the amplitude (Cl) 

is expressed in the form 

, !/?*.$(*) <$)%,&,?). tea) 

The term Tto&,Z) in the expression (C2) represents a distorted deu-

teron, and is given by 

) = l̂ r" fr) UoC+)(̂ ',r«) (Tp*. £ 3 } (C3) 

with Kf£Yw) defined by Eq. (57) • In the asymptotic region, Y-v has the 

form «<j> (*&•"£) and represents a free deuteron with the undisturbed 

internal wave function • 
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The distorted deuteron "X0 depends both on iv and £ . We can 

distinguish two sources of its dependence on . Through the 

YV, -dependence of the functions and <£ot+) , "KB has the usual 

properties of a distorted wave, such as absorption in the nuclear inte

rior by the absorptive component of the optical potential. The second 

source of -̂dependence of "Xp is through the -dependence of the 

local momentum The important feature of this dependence is 

the increased magnitude of Kf" in the nuclear interior, leading to a 

distortion of the internal deuteron wave function inside the nucleus. 

It was shown in Chapter 5 that this distortion leads to a significant 

damping of the contributions to the capture factor from the nuclear 

interior. 

In obtaining the WBP result, the expression (c3) for the dis

torted deuteron is written in the form 

I ) « ̂  ft) FO w C $ Jdy GCFT) [-IFY.FI . (CU) 

Both types of "̂ -dependence are preserved in the WBP model. Because 

the tv. -dependence of is retained in the approximation (cU), the 

WBP model includes the effect of the distortion of the deuteron phase in 

the nuclear interior through the damping correction. 

In obtaining the DWBA expression for the (d,p) transition aurpli-

U8 
tude, one makes the replacement 

 ̂ if") , (C5) 

where XoĈ O is a deuteron distorted wave calculated using a 
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deuteron-nucleus optical model potential and ) is the internal 

wave function for a free deuteron. The DWBA model, by making the re

placement (C5), ignores the distortion of the internal deuteron wave 

function. In the DWBA approximation (C5) the YV»-dependence of Xp is 

expressed through the y*. -dependence of the distorted wave "X©Cyv). We 

«•% 

illustrate "by means of a simple example below that the -dependence 

of l̂ o is very similar to that of Xfef in the WBP expression (Ci+) 

for T̂> • The DWBA model, therefore, ignores the very different 

-dependence of the term , which leads to the damping 

correction in the WBP model. 

To compare the r„ -dependence of "X0 to that of "Ktep , con

sider the Johnson-Soper prescription^® for the deuteron optical 

potential V C*) , 

V { ? )  =  V „ t f )  *  V f f f )  t (06) 

where Vn and Vp are taken from the analysis of elastic scattering of 

nucleons with one half of the deuteron kinetic energy. We consider the 

simple case when the neutron and proton potentials are equal, and we ne

glect the Coulomb component of Vp. For simplicity, we compare K0 and 

the product "Xkf U. itj, in the semiclassical approximationlOl. 

An optical model wave function 

TUn - A(0«*p [ism] (07)  

is interpreted in the semiclassical approximation as a beam of particles 

traveling along trajectories perpendicular to the surfaces of constant 
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phase. With the optical potential 

= - U(?) - xWC?), 

the wave function (C7) is defined in the semiclassical approximation by 

the following expressions1̂ : 

k'C?) - [  VS( f )T  •  [  E -  V e # i ? ) ]  ,  

V^lr)="L [(E-O) - fie*of • «>•] ( 

where <r is the path length along the trajectory, and is the angular 

momentum associated with the trajectory. A„CO is a geometric fac

tor describing the degree of "focusing" of the beam by the optical 

potential. Using these expressions, it is easily shown that for the 

simple case described above, we have 

*"• "X (Cf/au ̂  ***> ia/i 

It is seen, therefore, that X> differs from "K*4 u-tu only through the 
»- 1. 

factor A0. Since A0 » 1 outside the potential, and in the nuclear 

interior, typically A„ 1.15, ^r) differs from by not 
v 1-

more than fii 15%. 
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Since £r) depends on rv in a manner very similar to 

, it is clear that the DWBA approximation (C5) neglects the 

deuteron distortion arising from the 7̂  -dependence of which is 

accounted for in the WBP model "by the damping correction. A similar 

correction should, therefore, he included in DWBA calculations. It is 

of interest to note that, in order to obtain better fits to the data, 

DWBA calculations frequently use the arbitrary procedure of imposing a 

-all 71 
radial cut-off . The radial cut-off, which neglects contributions 

form the nuclear interior, has, therefore, a similar effect to the 

damping correction in the WBP model. 



APPENDIX D 

DAMPING FACTOR FOR THE HULTHEN DEUTERON WAVE FUNCTION 

For the case of the Hulthen potential, defined by Eq. (99)» the 

deuteron wave function has the form̂  

t'tl) = F? -<»[— 
-re) 

(Dl) 

c 

with  ̂= 7̂  and y = 0.2316 frn-1, and the normalization constant has the 

value 

N< .{ilillEl'''" (D2) 

When these forms are substituted into Eq.. (98), the damping factor is 

written in the form 

7 V ,  Pi- '•»>*> . . 
VM)" 0¥-Kt»r)M. C^kv (D3)  

The numerator in Eq. (D3) is given by 

* [  i - . e < p { - p ( h r ) y ]  [ ( D l °  

Dividing the integration in Eq. (dH) into two parts, and defining a new 

variable '̂= -y) ̂ , we have for the first integral on the right of 

Eq. (DU) 

1̂ 0 
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(£) i> i in  €*p[-ej fe"e"1J • (D5) 

The expression (D5) can be evaluated using properties of certain special 

functions99. it is possible to express the integral in Eq. (D5) in 

terms of Euler's psi function  ̂[defined by Eq. (8.360) in ref.99] if 

we make use of the relation 

OO 

I Tn"-,] = *f f>-' <D6> 

[see Eq. (3.911) in ref.99] . Comparing Eq. (D6) to Eq. (D5) we see 

that in this case 

A = {* - | + _XH > -f (DT) 

/  S - r  k - r  '  9  

and 

d-

£ - f ' (D8) 

With a similar result for the second integral in Eq. (D*0 , we have 

T>" CK1 = a J- f±2£2 M, 
y wilw. / /jvo tC -y) 

* I  {[ tf-"'] ;  <»> 

where 

.< _ = , + S _ i (D10) 

I  i - r  t - r  
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Making use of the property of the psi function (see Eq. (8.363) in 

ref .̂ ) 

i[ f(f^) - ' to) 
J 

Eq. (D9) can he expressed in a form convenient for numerical computa

tion. Combining equations (D3), (D9) and (Dll), and with the 

definitions (D7)» (E)8) and (DIO), the Hulthen damping factor (D3) takes 

the form 

T\M t ,  ̂  ̂ j* 1 
Po K K i  =  ^  [ 2 -  + 

J 

which also can "be written as 

OO 

od | | ) 

zl +[ §n. + j(£J . 
*I»I * 

(D12) 

tv h. t \ 
PaM=ft -yKi+«0/ 

_ {nV*[r- }{̂ [?» -jci-r)]1} (D13) 
j" 1 J 

If in Eq. (98) we set W, = 15 the damping factor !)„ (")*<) "be

comes unity, corresponding to the case of no damping in the nuclear 

interior. We now verify that the Hulthen damping factor given "by the 

expression (D12) satisfies this property. Letting it = 1 in Eq. (D12) 

we have 

I (» J 

X, 

-  X  k* -  J  _. . . _ (DIJ+) 
j.l 
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Explicitly writing out the first term in the first sum on the right of 

Eq. (Dili) and rearranging the second sum, the expression (DlU) "becomes 

+ 

go  ̂ "» , 

^  +  [ r - f /  ,  K v  

is J. isl. 
tif + j^"P]\ 

= 1 . 
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